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Casino magnate Adelson facing 49 hours of
pretrial questions
By KEN RIflER
Associated Press

t.AS VEGAS (AP) - Ajudge said Thursday that billionaire casino magnate and Las Vegas newspaper owner Sheldon Adelson can be questioned for up
to 49 hours beginning.next week by lawyers for a former Macau casino executive who claims he was wrongly fired in 2010.

A lawyer for former Sands China chief executive Steven Jacobs said in court that he expects an attempt by Adelson and his lawyers to disrupt the
sworn deposition in an effort to scuttle plans to begin the long-awaited civil trial June 27. The questionIng won’t be In open court.

•‘We will start with Mr. Adelson, and then there will be a blow-up in an attempt to obstruct this deposition so it cannot be done,’ Jacobs’ attorney,
Todd Bice, told Clark County District Court Judge Elizabeth Gonzalez.

Outside court, Bice said he believes its clear that Adelson and lawyers for Las Vegas Sands and Sands China Ltd. want a delay.

Jacobs has also been undergoing days of pretrial questioning by attorneys for Adelson, Las Vegas Sands Corp. and Sands China Ltd.

Jacobs contends he was fired by Adelson and Las Vegas Sands in an attempt to cover up improper activities by the company in the Chinese
gambling endave of Macau.

Adelson and Sands deny wrongdoing.

Attorneys for Adelson and the companies declined to comment outsfde court. A spokesman for Las Vegas Sands didn’t immediately respond to
Bice’s claim about delaying tactics.

There was no talk in the courtroom about a ruling Wednesday by Chief Clark County District CourtJudge David Barker keeping Gonzalez on the
case. But a statement from Sands Las Vegas said the company will appeal Barker’s ruling to the Nevada Supreme Court.

It would be the 12th pretrial Issue taken to the state high court, and it also could delay trial if the justices order a halt to proceedings pending a
decision.

The case has also spawned several related cases, Including a defamation claim and a federal lawsuit flIed last month byJacobs,

Attorneys for Las Vegas Sands have argued In the state court case that Gonzalez should be disqualified for “personaldealings with the press” and
for lettlngJacobs’ lawyers make inquiries about the Adelson family buying the Las Vegas Review-Journal newspaper in December,

Gonzalez has Issued statements denying bias. She filed a document last week declaring she “will continue to be fair and Impartial toward all parties
In this case.”

The purchase of the Review-Journal came weeks after several reporters were assigned by then-owners Gatehouse Media LLC to investigate
Gonzalez and two other Las Vegas Judges not involved in Adelsori litigation.

No story appeared In the Review-Journal, but a small Connecticut newspaper headed by an executive affilIated with Gatehouse published a story
about specialized business courts that criticized Gonzalez for “inconsistent” and”coritradlctory” rulings.

The Judge has clashed numerous times with Adeison lawyers in the Jacobs case.

She sanctioned the legal team last year for “misrepresentations and lack of candor and failing to turn over documents. They were ordered to pay
$250,000 to legal charities and cover court costs incurred by Jacobs in the document battle.

Gonzalez also admonished Adelson during his testimony in open court last year for not answering a routine question from Jacobs’ lawyers.

The judge told Adelson he didn’t get to argue with her.

Copyright 2016 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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January 5

Stephen Dunn/The Hartford Courant

Editorial writer Glenn Cook [201 is appointed interim editor. He issues guidelines

requiring a standing disclosure on the Adelsons’ interests and ownership of the

Review-Journal in the print edition and on the paper’s website, and additional

taglines mentioning Adelson’s ownership on “all relevant” stories. The guidelines

preserve the publisher’s right to review “significant stories about the newspaper’s

ownership.”

http:/Aw.rnoTherjones.cOm/prir/296061 1 I
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During a deposition, one of Steve Jacobs’ lawyers [25] Adelson’s son-in-law,
January

Patrick Dumont, if he discuss6d Jacobs’ lawsuit with Schroeder or participated in
11

drafting any articles on the trial. Dumont declines to answer.

Las Vegas Sands lawyers file a new motion to remove Gonzalez from the Jacobs

January case, arguing that she showed bias against Sands by giving interviews to the press

13 amid “recent intensified media coverage of the lawsuit.” Gonzalez denies any “bias

toward or prejudice against” Las Vegas Sands.

Press critic Jay Rosen outlines a series of unanswered questions [26] about the

http/thww,motherjones.com/pr1nt1296081 7/11
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The Review-Journal announces that Craig Moon, former publisher and president of

USA Today and executive vice president of Gannett, will replace [271 Taylor as

publisher. Moon immediately removes the standing disclosure statement, calling it

“overkill [28].”

212012016 Why Did Sheldon Adelson Buy Nevada’s Biggest Paper?

January Review-Journal iransaction. “By failing to address the very serious questions left

27 hanging by the sale,” he writes, “the people who run GateHouse Media are, I

believe, playing havoc with its reputation.”

January

28

[ FoIIow]‘ Jay Rosen
4 @Jayrosennyu

This disclosure used to run on p. A3 of @reviewjournal’s print
edition. Today the new publisher ordered it removed.
3:30 PM - 28 Jan 2016

126 56
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Las Vegas Sands proposes [311 building a $1.2 billion domed stadium, to be shared

by the University ofNevada-Las Vegas football team and a potential NFL
January

28
franchise. Sands had previously opposed plans to redevelop the site as an

improvement project for the Las Vegas Convention Center—a direct competitor

with Adelson’s Sands Expo and Convention Center.

The Review-Journal editorial board praises [32] the plan for a new stadium: “This

January stadium is the missing piece of tourism infrastructure in Las Vegas, more important

30 than any other proposal, including the expansion of the Las Vegas Convention

Center.”

Gatehouse CEO Mike Reed tells Politico [33] that there was no “specific mandate”

for Review-Journal reporters to investigate Las Vegas judges, and he accuses the
February

• newsroom of spinning “untruths” about the judicial investigation. Since Moon was

hired, Politico reports, stories involving Adelson have been “reviewed, changed or

killed almost daily.”

J. Keith Moyer, a veteran of the Minneapolis Star-Tribune, the Fresno Bee, and

several Gannett papers, is named editor of the Review-Journal. On the same day,

sources [34J close to Adelson tell Politico that the billionaire is nearing an

endorsement ofMarco Rubio, the Review-Journal endorses [35] Rubio. “The

Adelsons have detached themselves from our endorsement process, and our

endorsement of Sen. Rubio does not represent the support of the family,” the

editorial board writes.February

5

http://www.motherjones.com/print/296081 wi 1
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stephanie grimes
@stephgrimes

Moyer: “We have an owner with pockets as deep as the Grand
Canyon, and we’re going to take advantage of that”

11:05 AM-5Feb 2016

12

Moyer tells USA Today [37] that Adelson “told me directly he would be staying out

of the newsroom,” and shares that the new owners have aspirations to make theFebruary

8 Review-Journal “a Western regional powerhouse.”

“People will be watching, and they should be,” Moyer says.
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IT WAS AROUND 10:30 p.m. when Steve Jacobs rolled down the gravel driveway.

The air was warm for early January, even for Florida. Yellow boat lights

bobbed on St. Augustine’s harbor, and the scent of star jasmine hung on the

breeze. Jacobs stepped onto his porch and found the door still locked. It had

only been a few days since he had come home to find it mysteriously ajar.

When Jacobs sat down to work; however, he noticed his crate of ifies was

missing. He headed to the kitchen, opened the top of his coffee maker, and

looked inside. The hard drive he’d stashed there was gone too.

A police officer soon arrived (htt1://www.mothe1ones,com/documents/27oois-Jacobs-

Break-1n-PoIice-ReportL checked the doors, dusted for fingerprints. He carefully

wrapped the coffee maker in a plastic bag and said he would forward it to the

FBI.

Jacobs had his suspicions as to why his house had been burgled. For more

than a year, he’d been locked in a protracted legal battle with one of the

wealthiest men on Earth.* (#correction Jacobs had filed a wronaful-termination

case (hen //www.motherlones.eom/documents/21og022-lo-Jacobs-Fourth-Amended-

Comnlainft, accusing his former boss of ordering him to perform “illegal

activities.” Could the burglary have been the desperate act of some yes-man or

fixer, or even the gangsters he’d encountered while working in China? “I don’t

know who is behind it,” Jacobs testified in a subsecasent leral proceeding
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littp: //w w.mother pnes.com/d cumens/27por-16-Jacpbs-fle1,ositipn-i), admitting he content%s’viOianuarv anril 2o16%2c26utm

had no fads to suggest it was his old employer. “I know who might have a
220t’

20r7%2F2S2ORecruitfliefltl

benefit or interest in understanding what information I may have had.”

It’s a long way from a burglary in northeastern Florida to the battle for the

White House, but there may be a connection: Jacobs tale and the documents

his lawsuit has brought to light—some ofwhich were on the hard drive in the

coffee maker—provide a rare window into the business dealings of Sheldon

Adelson, the casino magnate and political megadonor who could have a bigagg

role in selecting the 2016 GOP nominee

(httu://www.motherjones.com/oolitics/2015/lo /rubio-donors-billionaires-adelson than

millions of Republican voters.

Over the past five years, I’ve sought to gain a fuller view of this complicated

figure in American politics. I’ve written several

(httu://wwwcbsorp/wsbh/frontline/aricle/his-man-in-macau-inside-the-investisation-into

sheldon-ade1sons-emirei j iiiaio tnttm//www.theauardian.comlus

news/aoi/may/oo/sheIdon-adeIson-macau-testiinony-las-vegas-sands)investiaative

(http://wwwnropubllcaors/article/inside-the-investigation-of-leadins-reoubljcan-money-maii

she1don.adelsonpieces about Adelson, interviewing scores of casino executives

and law enforcement officials and amassing thousands of pages of documents,

including troves of Adelson’s legal transcripts and videotaped interviews. It

has been a challenging process. Adelson has a track record of threatening to

sue journalists. He sued one for describing him as ‘foul-mouthed.”

(htt:1/www.cfr.ora/the audit/cpverin somebody whoa suns v.ohp He sued a

columnist from the Las Vegas Review-Journal, drivinr him into bankruptcy

o://wcw,reviewjpurnaI.com/oews/co1umnst-oursues-bankruotcy-oroteetionj over a few

ill-chosen words. He once went after my reporting with a retraction demand

but dropped it after my editors refused to make any changes to the story.

Adelson has used his fortune to reshape right-
EXTRA! EXTRA!wing politics in both America and Israel,

establishing himself as a GOP kingmaker in the (http://www.motheriones.com/po1itics/2o16/o2/she1don-

ade1son-1as-vegas-review-journa1-newspaer-time1ine)post-Citizens United era. In December, he

backed a secretive $140 million nurchase The bizarre story of the Review-Journal sale
(http:/ /www.motheljones.com/nolitics/2o16/02/sheldon-adelson-las-veeas-

(http: , ,wwwmouIerron.com, ooLL.cpu/12/ves-

sheldon-adelson-did-buv-nevsdas-bieeest-uewsnaner) 01

the Review-Journal, putting Nevada’s largest

paper in the hands of its richest resident

(htt//1asveeassun.com/news/2oia/sen/m/’-nevadans.

fprbes-list-nations-richest/lafld a fixture of its

http:Mwww.motherjones.com/pdWcs/2Ol6IO2Jsheldon-adeISOfl-macau-GaSiflOS-IaWSUit
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biggest industry, and increasing his influence

on Nevada’s early presidential caucuses. And

now, as the aoi6 campaign swings into high

gear, Adelson faces a lona-standina Justice

Department probe

(btto: //wwreuter.eem/artcle/us-usa-cpnioatgn

pdelon-dUSTR81’7aDS2p12o2oo that could

generate embarrassing headlines for the mogul review-journal-newspaper-timeline
and the candidates he backs. (htto:Hwww.motherfones.com/volitics/2016/o2/sheldon-adelson-las-vegps-

reiew-iournai-newsnaper-timelinel

All this

is why Jacobs’ case, due to ao to trial

(http //www.reviwnurnaI.com/iiws/1as-

vegas/nevpda-high-conrt-hears-sands

executives-terminptton-suft), is so

significant: The protracted litigation

has illuminated just how Adelson

built one of the world’s largest

fortunes through his casinos in Macau

—a Chinese territory rife with

corruption where, Jacobs’ lawsuit

alleges

(htu://wvw.motheriones.com/documens/7o1o22-1g4pcpbs--Fourth-Amended-ComvIaint,

Adelson not only tolerated, but sometimes even encouraged, illegal and

unethical acts. In turn, Adelson has denied these accusations

(ht:u/wwmothertons.com/doeun1ents/27oon7-4o-AdeIsnrI-Deno-FIorida’ , describing

Jacobs as a disgruntled ex-employee who was fired for insubordination and

failure to properly address some of the issues raised in his own lawsuit.

During the last presidential election, Adelson spent nearly $ino million

directly (htte:

campaiu1-2O12 (and reportedly another $50 million in undisdosed dark money)

trying to thwart Barack Obama’s reelection. That included $ao mfflion that he

and his wife spent backing Newt Gingrich’s primary run and, after Gingrich

dropped out ofthe race, another $30 million on a super-PAC supporting Mitt

Romney. He gave another $23 million to American Crossroads, the super.-PAC

once led by Karl Rove. His dark- money contributions reportedly buoyed

conservative organizations such as the Koch brothers’ Americans for

htp:/Aeww.rnotherJones.com/poIWcsf2016I021sheldon-adeIson-macau-casinos-IawsLt 3/29

Former Sands executive Steve Jacobs’ lawsuit has dogged
Adelson far inure than five years. Jerome
Favrs/8!oomberg/i3eflylmages
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Prosperity.

Obama Slams Republican Billionaire

And Adelson has an arguably greater political influence in Israel, where he

founded the free daily Israel Hczyom (hzn//www.fsraeIhavom.m Thltelpbput.ohrñ.

reportedly spending tens of millions of dollars to bankroll it. Now the

country’s most widely read publication, Hayorn serves as the house organ for

Prime Minister Benjamin “Bibi” Netanyahu, who rode to reelection last year

after stoking fears that “Arab voters are heading to the nolls in droves.”

(htto: //wvw.theuardian.com/worId/2oI/mar/I7fbinvamin-netpnyahu-jsrae1-prab-e1ection)

This year’s Republican candidates, many of whom have made the pilgrimage

to Las Vegas in what has become known as the “Adelson primary,” know that

the mogul’s patronage depends on their positions and tone toward Israel.

A diminutive 82-year-old with a lumpy face arid a puff of thinning red hair,

Adelson is the itth-richest man in the United States

(httr,: /fwww.forbes.comfblllionaires/list/#versipn:statlc country:United%2pStates worth

more than $20 bfflion, according to Forbes. Though he made his initial

fortune in Vegas, he joined the ranks of the superrich following his 200i

investment in Macau, a once run-down seaport an hour’s ferry ride from Hong

Kong that in the last decade has overshadowed Vegas to become the world’s

gambling capital. Adelson’s casinos in Macau, a special administrative region

of China, provide the majority of the revenue for his company, Las Vegas

Sands. But beneath Macau’s glitz lurk organized crime, corruption, and a

shadow banking system that has allegedly laundered billions of dollars for

China’s ruling elite. In 2013, the chair of Nevada’s powerful Gaming Control

Board told a federal commission that it was “common knowledee”

(httfl//www.motherlones.com/documents/27oCi74/US-ifla-Econpmic-and-Securitv-Review-

aninion that the lucrative VIP rooms in Macau casinos have “long been

dominated by Asian organized crime.” That same year, a federal commission

cited a study (hun: //www.rnotheriones.com/dpcuments/27o5174/TJS-Chinp-Eeonomic-and-

httpl/www.motherJones.com/pditicsI2Ol6/O2ISheldon-adelson-macau-casinos-lawsuit 4129
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Securitv-Revk2w-Cnmmis.cinnlfiflding that more than $noo billion in ill-gotten

funds are channeled through Macau each year.”

Which raises the question: Is dirty money spent by corrupt Chinese officials at

Macau casinos flowing into our elections, at least indirectly? “With Citizens

United, there’s an awful lot of money sloshing around in our political process,”

said Carolyn Bartholomew, vice chairman of the bipartisan US-China

Economic and Security Review. Commission, a congressional advisory body

that produced a scathing report

(httnUwwwcecc.av/sjtes/chinpcommisgion.house,sov/files/ARigDJ.PDF) detailing

Macau’s vulnerability to money laundering by such officials. “People have a

right to kiiow whose money that is, and that the proceeds being spent in the

political process are not from illegal and illicit activities.”

The key to finding out may be Steve Jacobs’ lawsuit. “This case will never be

settled,’ Adelson has vowed (httn: /1w mother ones,comldoeLm1ents/2oog7-4n-

AdeL5on-Deoo-Floridal, and he’s kept his word through more than five years of

bruising and reputation-staining proceedings. As the billionaire nromised

reporters in Macpu (Iittp://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-eampsien-adelson

ipUsrREsr72DS2ol2o200l, “When we win the case, we will go after him in a way

that he won’t forget.”

http:Ilwww.motherjones,comIpc4iUcsf2Ol6/O2Isheldori-adelson-macau-caSinOs-IawsUit 5p
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ADELSON HAS ALWAYS been a fighter. The son of a Jewish Lithuanian cab driver

and a British-bout mother who ran a small knitting service, Adelson grew up

in the Dorchester neighborhood of South Boston. As an infant, he slept in a

dresser drawer, until he joined his sister and two brothers on the floor. “1

didn’t know we were poor, but we were veiy poor,” he would later say in

testimony (httu //www.mothertone ,cm/dncuments/zn’u67-HananeI-HearineL “Church

mice were rather affluent compared to our family.”

Dorchester was home to a thriving Jewish community, but also to Irish toughs

who Adelson has said forced Jewish kids to travel in packs to avoid being

attacked with brass knuckles, rubber hoses, and chains. “1 just have a lot of

memories ofbeing beaten up for being Jewish,” he said in a deposition. “And

when you have been beaten many, many times over a period ofyears, you get

to know what a feeling of hostility and hatred is.”

Adelson clawed his way to a better life through thrift, opportunism, and hard

work, emerging, by many accounts, as a prickly, combative scrapper. At age 12

he starting selling newspapers on the street, and soon he moved on to buying

control of street corners. His first corner faced the employee entrance to

http’Jw.motherjones.com/pditics/Ol6IO2JsheIdon-adeIson-macau-caSifloS-laWSUit

Bale Stephanos
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Filene’s Basement, a thriving department store in downtown Boston.

Borrowing $200 from his uncle, the treasurer of a credit tmioa, he soon

bought another corner. At age 16, he invested in 125 candy machines that he

set up in shoe factories and later at all-night gas stations, where cab drivers

like his father would fill up their cars, thereby earning Adelson profits around

the clock. He thrived, despite the looming presence of the Patriarca gang of

Boston, which was involved in the vending-machine business at the time.

Adelson graduated from high school, joined the Army, and upon discharge

returned to serial entrepreneurship. “I thought I couldn’t hold down a job

because I went from thing to thing,” he would later say.

(httD;//www.mothexjones.com/documents/27au67-HananeL-Hearine) “I’ve done over 50

different things in my life.”

Adelson became a venture capitalist in the 196os, investing in a bull market

and losing a fortune when it went bust. He sold condominiums. He started a

charter travel service. But he hit upon his first great success in 1979 when he

created Comdex, a computer trade show that eventually drew more than

225,000 people to Las Vegas, an event so large it had to be held in multiple

locations. Adelson decided to build his own convention center, and he found

some land owned by the Sands Hotel, which he nurchased in 1Q89.

(htte: //www.sands.com/corvorate.oyerview/historv.htmll

As the hotel’s new owner, Adelson had to seek a gambling license and endure a

rigorous background check. The Nevada Gaming Control Board dug up scores

of lawsuits in which he had failed to pay his debts. Massachusetts had

suspended his real estate license. His longtime friend and business partner

Irwin Chafetz (who still sits on the board (httr,:Ilinvestor.sands.cpm)ir

home/so nce/board-of-freetnre/efau1t,asos’i of Las Vegas Sands Corp.) had ties

to a man named Henry Vara who’d been accused of skimming from the gay

bars he owned, one of which was notorious for orostitution

(htto: //www.bpstonmane.com/2oo6/ofthe-bay-viUage-drpe-bar.warfl.
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The regulators asked toueh onestions

(http;/fwwwmotheHoneseom/documentsf27oo4-s-Gamin5-Contro1-Board-Transcript

about Chafetzs associations, but Adelson told them that he didn’t want to

drop his friend from the application. “That man and I are almost like Siamese

twins,” Adelson told the board. “We are almost joined physically. There is

nothing in the world that can convince me he would do anything wrong.”

Adelson would win his license, but not before one of the board’s regulators

warned him of the dangers of this kind of loyalty. “I may have some

problems,” the official said.

http:I/www.motherjonos.comlpditlcs/2016/02/sh&don-adelson-macau-casinos-lawsuit 7/29
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Cemin-Control-Board-Transcri”With your ability to judge people and character.”

Two years after the purchase of the Sands Hotel made him a casino magnate,

Adelson married his second wife, Miriam Ochshprn

(httn//www.bu2zfeed.com/rosiegray/miriam-adeJson#oa6P1PuL6v), an Israeli doctor

who would nurture his passion for her home country. Over time she came to

assume a substantial role in their family’s business and political interests, and

she has been spoken of as a potential successor to her husband.

In 1995, Adelson sold his trade show for $862 million

(httfl://wW.forbes,eom/oics/mmkettse/12-sheldpn-adelsonfland hired a superteam

of casino industry veterans to grow Sands Corp. One of them, William

Weidner. (htttx //wv.bloombere.com)rearch/stocks/oeonle/oeron.so

persoatd’11ou6&prvcaoId=6’28o;) became the company’s president the

following year. Handsome and hard-nosed, Weidner would help run the

company for 13 years as it expanded, first in Vegas and eventually across the

Pacific.

The old Sands Hotel had once played host to Frank Sinatra and his legendary

entourage. Adelson demolished it (“It was the home of what they called the

Rat Pack, a very glamorous history in Las Vegas,” Adelson later said. ‘So I tore

it down.”) In its place, he built the Venetian, insuired by the city where he and

Miriam had honeymooned (htto; f/wwands.com/corpoi-ate-overviewfhistcir’,’.htanfl.

When it opened in 1999, the faux-Italian complex was the largest gambling

resort Vegas had ever seen, and competitors derided him for building too

many rooms. But it was soon packed.

A YEAR LATER, Adelson flew to Hong Kong at the urging of his younger brother

Lenny to meet Richard Suen, a well-connected entrepreneur who told him that

China was preparing to allow international investment in Macau. “We think

one day...it’Ll be opened up and other people will be able to come,” Suen said,

according to a deposition Adelson later gave. “I’m typically not interested in

investing where the American or Israeli flags don’t fly over schools,” Adelson

replied. But Weidner, according to depositions, encouraged him to explore the

relationship.

Suen introduced Adelson and Weidner to the vice premier of China in early

July 2001. They met in the Purple Light Pavilion of Zhongnanhai, the Chinese

equivalent of the White House, near Beijing’s Forbidden City. After 45

minutes together, the vice premier invited Adelson to submit a bid for a

gaming license in Macau.

That same weekend, Adelson also met with the mayor of Beijing, who asked

http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2Ol6IO2IsheIdon-adelson-macau-casinos-lawSuit
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him for some help: Congress was considering a resolution

(htn://wvr.cfln.com/20O1/WOP.LD/aSIsscf/east/O/21fchina.us.p1vmDic.ap1/’Jto protest

China’s bid to host the 2008 Olympics, based on the country’s human rights

violations. “Were standing in a parking lot of the Beijing convention center.

Sheldon picks up his celiphone and calls Tom DeLay in Houston, Weidner

later said in a deposition. Adelson reached the House majority whip at a

Fourth of July cookout. “You can hear him—Tom DeLay talks very loudly over

the phone. Tom says, ‘I’m chewing on my fourth piece of rubber chicken.”

DeLay was a co-sponsor of the resolution, which had overwhelming bipartisan

support and was particularly popular among evangelicals concerned about

Chinese persecution of Christians. But Adelson had taken DeLay to Israel and

lavishly supported Republican campaigns. DeLay said he would see what he

could do. ‘Three hours later,” Weidner said, “DeLay calls and tells Sheldon,

‘You’re in luck I’d like toget that bill, but I can’t do it—we’re not going to be

able to move the bifi.’ Sheldon goes to the mayor and says, ‘The bill will never

see the light of day, Mr. Mayor. Don’t worry about it,”

DeLay later said he couldn’t recall the

conversation

flittu://www,reviewipurnal.com/news/delay

disoutes-adelspn4estimonvL and Adelson

denied trying to block the bilL But,

according to Weidner, the call made an

impression on the Chinese. Stanley Ho,

the debonair tango enthusiast who was

the godfather of Macau’s camina

onerations
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pulled a Sands executive aside at a party in Hong Kong with good news about

the company’s license application, telling him, “By the way, that Olympic

http://wwwmotherjones.ccm/pdiUcS/2016/02!Sheldofl-adelSOfl-maCaU-CaSiflOS-IaWStJit 9/29
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thing: I think you guys won the bid, Weidner later recalled in a deposition.

“That’s what I hear back from my guys in Beijing. Congratulations.”

At the time, Ho held a virtual monopoly (litW://www.businessinsider.comfthe

fabulous-life-of-stanlev-ho-aoic-i) on gaming in Macau, long a hotbed for piracy,

gold smuggling, and espionage. Aceordine to US reaulators.

(htto:/fww.nlptherones.com/dpcuments/27p642-NJ-Report Chinese criminal

organizations called triads had penetrated his casinos, even operating out of

their private VIP rooms. In 1999, just before China assumed control of the

territory from Portugal, a triad war erupted as gangs fought for dominance.

Criminals shot each other in broad daylight; car bombs scattered limbs across

the ancient stone sidewalks. Weidner wondered how American casino

operators would “ever open in that kind of lawless environment.” Violence

wasn’t the only obstacle: Nevada had spent decades purging itself of mobsters

like Sam Giancana and Meyer Lansky, and the state had strict rules that could

jeopardize Sands’ gambling license if the company associated with organized

crime anywhere in the world.

China prohibits its citizens from bringing more than q.ooo

(htt,y //www.reute,com/a ticie/usa-macau-nevpdp-idUSL2NpF1GN2orp62across the

border into Macau, a fraction of what a high roller can spend on a hand, let

alone in an evening. This restriction led to the emergence ofjunket eompanies

(htt//www.reuterseom/prtic1e/us-mpcau-jupkets-factbox-idUSr1tE7gtaDS2p111o21)which

ferried wealthy gamblers to Macau and extended them credit to get around the

currency constraints. The junket business provided a legal constructto bring

in vast sums from China. This made Macau a popular destination for corrupt

Chinese officials: They could turn their ill-gotten gains into chips, collect the

winnings, and deposit them in offshore accounts.

The junkets were critical to the success of the casinos, which relied on big-

spending whales for a huge portion of their business. Gambling debts are not

collectible in Chinese courts, so junket companies or their triad affiliates did

the job—sometimes brutally, according to a renort by the US-China Economic

and Security Review Commission (htto:/Iwwwmotheriones.coxn!documentsJ27o642o-

icti. Chinese newspapers are filled with grisly tales of gamblers who failed

to repay their loans and ended up kidnapped, imprisoned in cages, threatened

with dismemberment, injected with drugs, or forced to take revealing photos.

Triad members might give an indebted gambler “a list of options,” according

to Nelson Rose (https://www.1aw.whittier.edu/tndexImcet-the-facu1tv/orofiIe/i.-ne1son-rose

an expert in Macau and gaming law at Whittier Law School: “IA’e will rape

your wife and put her in a brothel. We will hang you by your feet off one of the

tallest buildings.’ They do find bodies in mainland China linked to gambling

httpiAwww.rnotherjones.corn/pclWcs/2016/02/sheldan-adelson-macau-casinos-Iawsuit 10/29
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debts in Macau.

IN MAY2004, thousands of people spurred by rumors of free chips swarmed

outside the Sands Macau for its grand opening. The crowd literally tore the

main doors from their hinges and smashed in i6 other entrances

(httn://www.asram.com/cover-storiss?itemfrso-time-of-sands,htmfl. Escalators groaned.

under the weight of gamblers rushing to the tables.

A similar frenzy gripped the New York Stock Exchange later that year, when

Las Vegas Sands Corp. (LVSC) went public and Macau-mad investors pushed

the new stock up by 61 percent in a single day. Almost overnight, Adelson was

propelled into the ranks of the world’s superrich, his worth rising from $1.8

billion in 2004 to more than $11.5 bfflion in 2005. “He got rich faster than

anyone else in history,” Peter W. Bernstein and Annalvn Swan wrote in All the

Moneu in the World(httos:/Ibooks.eooslecomlbooks?

d=Mp4KV0hSC&nr1ntsec=frontccwer&source=abs se summary r&cacto#y=oneyae&o=p

delson&f=false). their book on the Forbes 400. For years after the company went

public, Adelsons personal shares earned him about Si million every hour.

(httu:/)www.nvtimescom/2OO8/O1/17/busiaeas/17ade1sonhtm1? r=o)

The Sands Macau made back its $256 million in construction costs in 10

months, and it initially avoided entanglement with the junkets. But, according

to a deposition Weidner later gave, that soon changed. Over the next several

years, as I reported in articles for Reuters (htt: //wwwreuters.epm/article/us-caainos.

and ProPublica

//www.nropub1icaors/artic1e/iusidethe-inveationof-1eadng-reoub1ican’.monev-man-

sheldon-adelso&) that were produced with the Universit of California-Berkeley’s

ht/ww.motherjones.com/pdics/201’02/shotdon-adeISOn-maCaU-GaSirrOS-IaWSUit 11/29

Adelsonsfirst Asian casino, the Sands lacao, opened to cashing crowds in 2004. liii (Juoxiiig/ImagfrreCkina/Zoma Aess
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Investigative Renortine Proeram 1htt://invstigativereportinetroram.com,the

casino partnered with two junkets connected to an organized-crime figure in

Hong Kong who has been under the scrutiny of US law enforcement at least as

far back as 1992, according to court records, financial filings, and the casino’s

own internal reports. By 2007, junkets were providing more than two-thirds of

the revenues at Sands’ Macau casinos, according to the company’s Securities

and Exchange Commission filings.

That year, Adelson opened his second outpost in the Chinese enclave: the

Venetian Macau Oitto:/Iwww.venetianmacao.com). which remains the largest

casino in the world. The stock price of LVSC hit an all-time high that October,

lifting Adelson’s worth to $26.5 billion. And his newfound wealth turbo-

charged his political giving.

Adelson has admitted sittingfor interviews withfederal investigators
and has complained ofbeing targeted by the Obama administrationfor
his political activity.

Adelson had been a political donor for decades

(httv: //www.w.com/arc/SB88 18 1ocoo) and was even named ah

Pioneer (ht ://thinknrosress.org/climate/loo8/07/2a/174090/newt-aswf-bflhionairesfl for

raising more than $100,000 for George W. Bush’s 2004 reelection campaign.

But that was peanuts compared with what be would stake now. He bankrolled

nearly the entire $.o million budget

(htto://wvw.motheHones.com/po1it1c.i/soo8/nifbettin-red’of Freedom’s Watch, which

he had launched as a right-wing counterpoint to MoveOn.org, and used it to

drum up support for Bush’s 2007 surge in Iraq. Weidner sat on the board of

the group; Karl Rove was a key adviser. When the 2008 campaign drew near,

Adelson crowed to the Wall Street Journal that the cavalry was “coming over

the hill, bugles blaring. I’m looking for a horse...and trying on chaps and boots

and stirrups.” But Freedom’s Watch soon dissolved after staffers bridled at

Adelson’s micromanagement httn/fwww.hufflnetonDost.com/2oo8/n7/28/sheldon

ade1son-eoi-answ n il4SoOJutfllfl.

Meanwhile, trouble was brewing in China. Richard Suen, the fixer who helped

introduce Adelson to Chinese officials, had sued over a deal he had hammered

out with Weidner: For helping the compahy get a gambling license, Suen said,

he’d been promised iflhion and 2 percent of LVSC’s Macau urofits

(htt://ww.semD.com/business/enmnanies/artic1e/12O6c/sands-1uck-tested-huee-suit-eoes-

http:llwww.motherjones.com/pOlitlcs/2016/02/sheldofl-adeISOul-macaU-CaSIflOS-IaWSUit 12/
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us-court’). But when the case went to trial in 2008, Adelson claimed he refused

to pay Suen because Suen had fallen short of a promise to “deliver a license.’

(bttp://www.scmp.ombusinessomopniesfprcle/12o7668/pdeon-testtfira-mjddlemaij-

cpuldnt-deliver-macau’) since the company’s entrée to Macau had still been subject

to a competitive bidding process. When Adelson took the stand, he accused

Weidner of agreeing to inappropriate terms with Suen—terms Adelson

claimed to have not uronerly understood

(bttp://ww.mpthedones.com/docment/21p2-4z-Sflen4o-Ade]son’) because he had

been too sedated on painkillers. (Adelson suffers from peripheral neuronathy

(htp;//lasveramin,cpmInews/2oo8/apr/1gfeven-cpwt-icpnoclast/I, a pauiit conajuon

that has left him largely wheelchair bound since 2001.) Ajury didn’t buy it and

awarded Suen $4 million. Adelson appealed, but in 2013 a new jury awarded

Suen S70 million (htto //wwwscmu.com/news/hong-kongJardeIe/it8o5c/Hchard-sun

wins-tmnm-las-veras-sands-macau-d.houtel. Adelson has appealed again, to the

Nevada Supreme Court. The case is nending

(httn: //www.revieiournal.cnm/news/las-veess/las-vegas-sands-asks-pevada-suorerne-cou

overturn-1Op-m.rn,-,,..,.

But the real damage, according to Weidner, came after officials in Beijing

learned their dirty laundry was being aired at trial, Adelson’s conversation

with DeLay came to light, as did connections between Suen’s firm and China’s

top officials. The fatal blow wasp photograph

(httD: //www.reviewiournal.com/newslsnds-exec-testifiea-he-tried-negotiate-deal-suen),

displayed in the Las Vegas courtroom, of Adelson, Suen, and Weidner smiling

alongside the vice premier of China. “Sheldon really fucked the pooch on that

one, Weidner later told me.

Within a month of the 2008 trial’s close, Beijing moved to shut down a huge

goodwill project Sands had undertaken—the Adelson Center for US-China

Enterprise. Sands had already spent more than $50 million on the center,

which was intended to connect US companies with Chinese partners, but “the

government didn’t want anything to do with a building that had Adelson’s

name on it,” Weidner told me.

China imposed severe restrictions on travel visas to Macau that year, causing

visits from the mainland to drop by nearly 20 percent. A State Department

cable, made public by WikiLeaks Ilitto: //www.motherjones.comidocmnentsfa7osol7-

wildilpalcs-C.sbkl. said the squeeze was a result of China’s growing concern over

the junket trade. ‘The fact that mainland gamblers account for the majority of

funds flowing into Macau appears increasingly undesirable to Beijing,” the

cable read. ‘“l’he perception is widespread that, with the implicit assistance of
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the big junket’ operators, some of these mainlanders are betting with

embezzled state money or proceeds from official corruption, and substantial

portions of these funds are flowing on to organized crime groups.”

AU this compounded the damage inflicted by the unfolding global economic

crisis. Bank credit froze just as Sands was building massive new casino

projects in Macau. LVSC had more than $10 billion in debt and was on the

verge of bankruptcy when Adelson injected i billion of his own money

(https: //www.saids.com/cornorate-overvtew/historv.htmfl to keep it afloat. But that was

not enough to hold onto Weidner, who resigned in March 2009, describing his

management conflicts with Adelson as a “junkyard dog fiaht,”

(htttv //wvw.revievjournpl.com/news/weidner-iuits-after-conflicts-adelson)

After Weidner left, Steve Jacobs was brought on to address the problems in

Macau. Though Jacobs had no experience in the gambling sector, he was a

turnaround artist who’d overseen the corporate restructuring of Holiday Inn

and a luxury hotel chain in Europe. “I typically take on assignments that

others can’t or won’t,’ Jacobs later boasted.

(htto; //www.mothedones.comfdocuments/27ooc-16-Jpcobs-Deposition-m

Jacobs recalled being shocked by his first visit to the Venetian Macau. While

Adelson has testified that Sands had “zero tolerance” for prostitution, Jacobs

says he “walked on the floor and saw rampant prostitution. It was blatantly.

blatantly obvious.” (htto:/Iwwwmotherioncs.com/documentsfs7o5ol5-1&Jacobs-

nepoition-i) Although it was legal in Macau, Jacobs felt that it was bad for

business.

An average of 40 to 6o prostitutes walked the Venetian’s floors on weekends,

outnumbering security personnel, according to comnany documents

(/docun,entS/27oO18-i7-PrnSfltutiofl-ReOort-1.EX-07-I.htTn1) entered as exhibits in the

Jacobs case. The internal security renorts say

ttn://www.motheripnes.com/documents/27oo1g-18-Prostitution-Renort-2-Ex-8g-1)the

women were “frequently under i8 years” old and trafficked from China’s inner

provinces by “vice syndicates” to work out of rooms the prostitutes appeared

to have received free of charge.

Jacobs proposed ridding the casino of prostitution. But he was soon informed,

he later recalled (htto: //www.mothertones,pom/documents/27oot-16-Jacobs-Deoosition-

i, that management had decided “to allow prostitution as it would help our

overall gaming revenue.”

According to Jacobs, Sands’ new president, Michael Leven, told him not to

“make it a big deal...The board knows prostitution is going on.”

http:/Mww.motherjonesCOm/pOIiiCS/2016/021Shedon-adeISofl-mau-casinos-Iawsuit 14/29
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“Does Sheldon know prostitution is going on?” Jacobs remembers asking.

Leven, he testified, said, “Yes, but its legal. It’s what the gamblers want.”

TO SHORE UP LVSC’S dismal finances, Jacobs began preparing to spin off the

company’s Macau holdings into Sands China, a new entity that could be

independently listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange. It was a difficult task

in the rocky economic climate, and Adelson’s combative style made the job no

easier. Jacobs would later claim in litigation that he spent much of his time

repairing “strained relationships with local and national government officials

in Macau who would no longer meet with Adelson due to his obstreperous

behavior.” Animosity over Suen’s lawsuit also lingered “like a festering sore,’

according to an internal memo by an LVSC board member. “The central

government attitude about [Las Vegas Sands] has changed.”

Macau’s Beijing-selected chief executive, Edmund Ho (no relation to Stanley),

privately suggested to the board member that Adelson “should sit back a bit,

enjoy his family and his time and let his executives handle the operations in

Asia,” according to the memo. As Jacobs was laying the groundwork for the

Hong Kong public offering, he approached Ho about getting an exemption

from local real estate laws for a condominium project. Ho refused to grant it.

According to Jacobs, Adelson “became enraged and stated that Ho had

‘promised’ him” the exception. Two years earlier, Adelson had paid a

substantial settlement to a group of businessmen who, like Richard Suen, were

seeking payment for helping to facilitate Sands’ entrée into Macau. The

litigants had been particularly close associates of Ho, and Adelson wanted

Jacobs to remind the executive of how he’d dispensed with the case: According

to Jacobs’ lawsuit, Adelson instructed him to “inform the ‘son of a bitch’ that

Adelson had settled a lawsuit for $40 mfflion dollars to keep Chief Executive

Ho out ofjail.” Instead, Jacobs reported the conversation to the company’s

chief counsel, according to court filings.

Undeterred, Adelson continued to

push the Macau government on the

condo permit. He hired Leonel Alves

Jacabs scaled that paying Macau poitician Loonel Ames

http:fMww.motherjones.comlpoh&s/2Ol6O2IsheldOfl-adelsOfl-maCaU-CaSiflOS-ISWSUIt isi
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raised concerns under US bnbeiy laws.
Whbalbert’Wikimodia

(huts: ffw.obs.ors/welh/fronthne/alc1efhis-rnan-..-u.-.,rn-the-inyestipatjpn-m,u’

sheldon-adelsons-ernvire/). a top Macau politician, as the company’s localcounsel.

In late 2009, Alves emailed Jacobs to report he had been approached by a

‘hiehranking official in Beijing” (http/!wwwpronublica.ore/documents/item/cooon

email-fmm-Ieonel-elveto-ve4acpbs-re#document/oi/a6aai who suggested a way to

get approval—but it would be “exnensive.” more than “3oom”

(hs:/Iwww.motheriones.com/documentsI27o’m2-aa-A1ves-Emai1-2 US dollars, Alves

later wrote, ‘to be deposited in a mutually accepted escrow account,’ Jacobs

refused, believing Alves was suggesting a “payment for Chinese officials,’

according to court documents. When Alves submitted invoices for his work,

they were significantly higher than what the company had expected, triggering

concerns that such payments could present a risk under the Foreign Corrupt

Practices Act, which prohibits US companies from bribing public officials

overseas.

When Sands China, the spinoff went public in November, it raised more than

$2.5 billion, and Jacobs, now president of the new entity, was heralded as

LVSC’s savior. “There is no question of Steve’s performance,’ Leven wrote in

an email to a board member. “The Titanic hit the iceberg, he arrived and saved

the ship.” Rob Goldstein, the current president of LVSC, later said in court

that he believed Jacobs was Adelson’s heir apparent.

But Adelson was now challenging Jacobs on the smallest of details The casino -

didn’t have enough slot machines (httn:/fwww.motheriones,com/documentsl2ro5o27-

24Slot-Machinasl. There weren’t enough seats at the noodle bar.

(btft: //www.mptheriones.com /documents/27oo2S-2c-Nond1e-Bar Even Miriam chimed

in, relaying a complaint via a secretary

(httu://wwwmotheriones.com/documents/27oo2o-26-EnsHsh/): “The person speaking

over the loudspeaker on the ferry...should speak with much better English—

not with such a heavy accent.”

Meanwhile, Alves continued to (hits: //wwwmotheriones.com/documents/27oo5p-27-

Mves-Presses-for-Fs-i I I rinD:, lwwwuIomer?ones,colfli pocumenn,27onr,1-25-Ataws-

Presses-for-Fees-s)AdelsGfl p://www.u1othedones.com/documents/27o5p5I-28-A1veS-

Presses’for-Fees-2) for his fees. Though Jacobs had initially refused to release the

money, Adelson assured the Macau politician that he would make sure Jacobs

would “resolve any issues immediately.” Desnite Jacobs’ legal concerns.

(tto://www.motherioneS.com/documents/27oo’no-27Alves-Presses-(or-Fees-1) Adelson

instructed him to pay Alves, according to internal emails, “regardless of cost.”

In subsequent lega1 proceedings, Adelson has defended the payments.

http:/M’ww.motherjones.COmIpOliUCS/2016/O2ISheldnl-addSofl-illaCaU-Ca&floS-IaWSuit 16,
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Soon afterward, Reuters published

my investigation showing that Sands

had partnered with two junkets

underwritten by the alleged triad boss

Cheung Chi Tai

(httnx//www.scmp,com/news/hons-kom/law

oper.wr.accusu-m1o.-currv-can-vse, LU

bring gamblers to its tables.

According to testimony in a Hong

Kong trial, Cheung was the “person in

charge’ of a Sands VIP room and,

company documents show, entitled to

Internal documents show Sands waked with enterprises a share of its profits. Witnesses in the
linked to alleged gang figure Cheong Chi hi to attract trial said he ordered the killing of a
gamblers. Bobby Vgo’Re’utera

junket worker suspected of cheating.

The man was not killed, and Cheung was never charged in connection with the

plot, but the trial and article linking Cheung to the junket was “enough to

cause major headaches” (http: /Iww.motherfonew.com/documents!27on1o8-I-Nelson-

Rose-Testirnonvi for Sands and put the company’s invaluable Nevada license at

risk, according to Whittier Law School’s Nelson Rose.

“When the article came out, Mr. Adelson was quite animated,”

Jacobs later said in p denosition.

(http: //w,motherjoues.com/documents/27OOnq-16-Jacobs-Deoositipn-t)

The company demanded that Reuters retract the story, denying

the casino had anything to do with the alleged gang leader. In fact,.

Cheung-affiliated junkets reaped as much as $160 million in

commissions from Sands casinos in 2009, an internal email

shows. If the payments were made according to Macau’s

traditional arrangement, it would suggest that the two junkets

brought Sands some $400 million in business—nearly as much as the

conglomerate’s Las Vegas revenues that year.

Sands’ chief counsel abruutlv gave notice

ExDlore court records and other
documents behind this story
(httu//wwW.motherioflencom/Doiiticsf2on6/o2/sheIdQn.

adejson-docnments).

(huo://www.mothelionescom/nnjitics/2p16/pa/sheldpn-

ade1son-documents

after the article appeared. In the weeks to follow, he complained that the

company’s protest of my story contained inaccuracies. Reuters published no

correction or retraction.

But that article prompted Sands to embark upon its own internal

investigation, which uncovered documents showing the casino had extended

hUpi.wwwmotherjOns.Com1pdiUCS/201602/Sh&dOelSon-maCaU-caSinos-tsWSUit 17/29
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more than $32 million in credit to junkets backed by Cheung, according to the

company’s court filings. Jacobs wanted to tell LVSC’s board about the

relationship, but he says Adelson stonned him.

(htto://www.mothertones.com/documents/2705o15-16-Jacobs-Deoosition-llACcording to

Jacobs’ lawsuit, when he speculated about the risk the alleged Cheung

connection presented to Sands’ Nevada license, “Adelson scoffed at the

suggestion, informing Jacobs that he...controlled the regulators, not the other

way around.”

On the morning of July 23, 2010, barely eight months after the company’s

successful Hong Kong public offering, Jacobs was called to a meeting with

Leven in Macau, ostensibly to discuss the upcoming board meeting. Instead,

he said in a later deposition. thup://www.motheriones.com/docwnents/zolois..i6.

Jacobs-Devositioii-jl”tWO security guards walk in. They say, ‘You’ve got to leave.’...

I get some clothes...They take me directly to the ferry.”

Jacobs sued for wrongful termination in October 2010. “We’re not saying the

Steve Jacobs lawsuit is going to bring the [Sands] party to a halt,” a Macau-

based financial intelligence company wrote in a newsletter at the time. “But we

do think...he has several characteristics that make us believe he is a far more

fornidable opponent than any former employees Adelson has tried to face

down before. These include supreme self-confidence, the courage of a lion,

and the cunning of a trained lawyer. And dirt. Lots and lots and lots of it.”

LAS VEGAS SANDS CORP. disclosed in March 2011 that the Justice Department

and the Securities and Exchange Commission had launched bribery

investigations based on Jacobs’ allegations. The wide-ranging inquiry delved

into the Alves relationship and the aborted Adelson Center for US-China

Enterprise in Beijing, according to sources familiar with the investigations. An

internal Sands audit, according to the Wall Street Journal

revealed more than $50 million in payments made through Yang Saixin, a

businessman who was the Chinese point man on the Adelson Center project.

The ongoing federal investigation is said to be looking into whether any of the

money paid to Yang was transferred to Chinese public officials in violation of

the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.

While Yang has denied any wrongdoing, an internal Sands memo describes

him as highly influential; his parents “knew [President] Xi Jinping’s parents,

implying a strong connection to Zhongnanhai (the White House of China).”

Adelson, the memo added, twice met personally with Yang. Yet Adelson later

denied any knowledge of the center that would have borne his name, placing

http:llwww,mctherjcnes.cOm/pOlitiCS/2Ol6IO2JSheldOfl-adelSofl-nlaCeU-Casiflos-ISWSUft 15129
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the blame squarely on Sands’ former president. ‘Bill Weidner came to me and

said that he wanted me to ask President Bush to come and cut the ribbon for

the Adelson Center, and I said, What’s the Adelson Center?” Adelson recalled

in a 2012 denosition. httn//www.motheriones.comfdocuments/27ogo7-4o-Adelson_

Dean-Florida) “That’s the first I heard of it.”

Even as Adelson was contending with a federal investigation, he was

bankrolling the campaign of Mitt Romney, whom he called the “president-

elect.” In a September 2012 interview with Politko

(btW://www.aolitico.com/story/2oi2/oifshe1don..adelson-inside-the-mind-of-the-naesa-donyr-

o8i88?nainate=faIse), Adelson complained that he had been targeted by the

Obama administration for his political activity. He said he feared Obama’s

reelection would bring “vilification of people that were against” the president.

Adelson claimed that the Obama administration’s prosecutors had leaked

information about the Justice Department inquiry to suggest to fellow

Republicans that “this guy is toxic. Don’t do business with him. Don’t take his

money.”

Adelson railed against hisformer executive in court: “He squealed—like
apig .queals—to the SECand to the DOJP’

In 2013, LVSC acknowledged in its public filings that it had “likely”

o://.wsi.eom/ae1es/SB1OOO14241278872mgg7n4c’78g!48g15g84214c4) violated

the accounting provisions of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. Adelson has

admitted sitting for interviews with investigators from the Justice Department

and the Securities and Exchange Commission. According to a Justice

Department source, the investigation may conclude this year—which could put

the outcome squarely in the middle of the presidential campaign.

IN lATE APRIL 2015, I watched idelson roll his royal purple motorized wheelchair

out of the elevator and onto the 14th floor of the Clark County Regional Justice

Center in Las Vegas for a hearing in the Jacobs lawsuit. Abrightmorning sun

lit the hallway as the casino magnate, surrounded by his lawyers, a bodyguard,

and his wife, Miriam, made their way to the courtroom. When Adelson’s party

crossed paths with Jacobs and his attorneys, the two combatants briefly

locked eyes.

Adelson was in pinstripes, his leather shoes worn but polished. A gold handle

capped his cane. His demeanor was calm and gentle as he chatted with his

http:/Awww.moulerjcnes.COrfl!POliticS/2016/02/SheldOn-adelSofl-macau-CaSiflOS-IaWSUit 19/29
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entourage about the 1966 movie Cast a Giant Shadow, about the creation of

Israel. “Sal Mineo was in that,” Adelson offered cheerfully. His companions

murmured but didn’t reply, perhaps because Mineo wasn’t in the film

(httixl/wwwirndb.cpniftitle/ttoo6aeisfl.

On the stand, Adelson pushed away ajar of M&M’s. “I can resist everything

but temptation,” he told Judge Elizabeth Gonzalez

(htto://wwwcIarkcountycourts.us/Dc-fleaartments/Detu/Dc Deoartment-n-new.htmfl.

He appeared unruffled as Jacobs’ attorney repeatedly presented him with

memos, emails, and contracts. “I don’t get involved in the day-to-day

activities,” he said dismissively. “My age is advancing.”

But when the questions turned to Jacobs, his tone darkened. He made clear

that he had wanted to fire the “incompetent’ executive within months of

hiring him. Jacobs, he said, had tried to run the show without him: “He tried

to go behind my back to different board members to get things done, so he

wouldn’t have to report to me.” And, he said, his voice rising, “He squealed—

like a pig squeals—to the SEC and to the DOJ!”

Even though Rob Goldstein, Sands’ current president, admitted in testimony

to having done business with Cheung Chi Tal, Adelson denied his company

had any “direct connection” with the alleged gangster. At the same time, he

insisted he had been right to fire Jacobs for trying to cut ties with the junkets.

“He wanted to throw out 50 percent, 6o or 70 percent of the gross gaming

income,” Adelson told the courtroom. “This was insanity. He purposely tried

to kill the company.” - -

But while Adelson was defending the junkets’ importance in court, China was

shutting theni down. As part of a wide-ranging anti-corruption campaign,

authorities raided Cheung’s Hong Kong apartment in March 2014 and later

charged him with laundering t232million (htttx//www.reuterscnm/articlelmpcau

jeetcourt-id{JSLNoZC1ozao1sO626). Since then, the junket industry has

withered and LVSC has lost more than 58 percent of its value. Adelson, in

turn, has lost some $16 billion, more than a third of his net worth.

ADELSON’S WEALTH MAY have shrunk, but he’s still a high roller in politics, as was

evident when became to Washington last March to watch Netanyahu give a

speech before Congress.

http:IM’ww.motherjorles.com/pditics/2016/02/sheldon-adelson-macau-casinos-Iawsuit 20/29
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In the days leading up to the event, Marco Rubio, said to be favored by

Adelson in the 2016 election, dined with the casino maonate

(hts;//www.washingtonpost.com/newsmoowernost/wn/2oIc/o6/2!the-dailv-2o2-m

ubip-is-olavine-to-n-the-sheldon-adelson-orlmarvfl in a private room of the Charlie

Palmer steak house, near the Capitol. The morning of the speech, Adelson,

clad in a dark suit and an eye-catching fuchsia tie, claimed a prime seat.

Nearby was Newt Gingrich, who, within weeks of receiving his first donation

from Adelson in 2012, had declared Palestinians “an invented neoule,”

(hs:/fwww,washintonpost.com/invesati6ns/sheldon-adelson-and-newt-hwrich-one-

ganpd-dput-froni-friendshv-the-other-fundine/2on2/o1/11/I0ACvSrBO storv.htrnfl James

Hagee, the evangelist who created Christians United for Israel, came as a

personal guest of Adelson. And.there was Rabbi Shmuley Boteach of New

Jersey, whom Adelson once supuorted

(httu://www,slate.cpmfarticles/news .,,,.. nolilics/nolitics/2o121p8/rabbj shmulev boteach i

banking on sheldon adelson s super pac to helo him become p new jersey coneress

messjitnsilin an unsuccessful bid for Congress. Days earlier, Boteach’s

http/wwwmotherjones.com/pditics/20l6/02lshelda1-addson-macau-casinos-lawsuit 21/29
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organization had run a full-page advertisement in the New York Times

showing National Security Adviser Susan Rice flanked by ohotoshonoed

skulls. flttI/wwwtimesofisraeLcpm/jeish-greuDs-roundjy-condemn-boteach.pd-ofl-s

g),attacking her criticism of Netanyahu’s appearance as tantamount to

supporting a “genocide” of the “Jewish people.” The ad promoted a Capitol

Hill panel on Iran featuring Ted Cruz, said to be Miriam Adelson’s choice

(httD://www.jta.prsJ2pi/12/22/news-opinion/oo1itics/7-thjnes-mfrjam-pde1spn-does-besjde-

back-eon-candidates) for president.

The other presidential siAdrison onis en Obarna to

hopefuls, too, have made

sure to be on Sheldon

Adelson’s radar, most U
notably in December, when

they all appeared onstage at

his Venetian resort for a

prime-time debate. Last spring, Adelson sent word that if one of Jeb Bush’s

campaign advisers went through with plans to address a dovish Israel policy

organization, it would cost Bush “a lot of money.’

//W.flatiOflareVeW.COm/artiClef417627/how-jeb-bush-1ost-shejdpn-pde1spn-nrimarv-

efiana-iohnson) Even Donald Trump, who swore off contributions

(bttn://wwwrnotherfoncom/politics/2o1e/12/uncamoaien-2o16-florina-trumo-carson-pac)

from his fellow billionaires, sent Adelson a alossv booklet of photographs

(httpyffwww.nytmescom/nolitics/first-draft/2otcfi

a.elpssv-booklet-of-photos/) from a gala where he accepted an award for boosting

US-Israel relations. “Sheldon,” the candidate scrawled across the cover, “no

one will be a bigger friend to Israel than mel’ (Adelson has promised to

support whoever wins the nomination.)

The billionaire’s expanding power was underscored the morning after the

debate, when the Review-Journal revealed (httn://www,reviewiournaLcom/news/las

veeas/adelon-son-lpw-orchestrated-familys-ourthase-Ias-veeas-review-joumal)that Adelson

and his family were behind a shadowy holding company that had purchased

the newspaper weeks earlier and kicked off a media frenzy. Adelson has

promised not to meddle with editorial decisions at the Review-Journal, which

by virtue of its location frequently covers his company, his industry, and his

favorite politicians. But even if he honors that pledge, staffers have speculated

that it doesn’t matter: There are any number of subordinates who will aim to

please the boss.

As the sale was being finalized, publishing executives ordered a team of three

http:lww.mc4herjones.comfpditics/20l6/02.Ishe1don-adeISOfl-maCau-caSiflOs-IaWSUit 22129
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reporters, over newsroom objections, to undertake a detailed investigation

into the courtroom habits of three Las Vegas judges. One of the tarrets was

Elizabeth Gonzalez (httn:f!wwwewournscom/ucws/las-veeao/jucjge-ade1son-Iawsult

subiect-unu 1-ocr ‘nv-amM-review-lournal-sale). whom Adelson, just days before,

had failed to get removed from the Jacobs case. lathe run-up to the trial,

Gonzalez had clashed with Adelson on the stand, ruled against the company’s

attempts to move proceedings to Macau, and fined its larers for deception

and withholding documents. “When the request was handed down, it seemed

like little more than a waste of time and resources,” Michael Hengel, then the

paper’s editor, recalled. “Now I wonder what really was behind it.”

The Review-Journal never published anything related to the investigation, but

a mysterious article, highly critical of Gonzalez, appeared under a pseudonym

in a Connecticut newspaper—owned by Adelson’s frontman in the Las Vegas

acquisition.

That paper’s owner later took responsibility for the story and issued a m

cuba (httos://www.facebook.com/t,hoto.oho?

Ibid 1oss678o8eo7cS etPb.5X8C4Co74.-22o7R2aooo,14R2oo2c8.&tvoe=’t&thester,

but the episode spoke to the growing influence of a man who didn’t become

one of the world’s wealthiest people for nothing. ‘.1 live on Vince Lombardi’s

belief: ‘Winning isn’t everything, it’s the only thing,” Adelson once said

thttp://w.politico.com/storv/2o12/oofsheldon-adelsoa-inside-the-mind-of-the-mess-donor-

o8i88?oainate=fglse). “So I do whatever it takes, as long as it’s moral, ethical,

principled, legal.”

Correction: The article initially misstated when Jacobs launched his case.
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purchase of the Las Vegas Review Journal, which prompted the resignation of the city editor says it all. In addition,
remember that entirely made-up article, about a judge who made him road, published in a tiny little newspaper in the east
coast? Nobody knew who wrote it, then all of a sudden the editor of that magazine became the boss at LVRJ.
Yeah, money ain’t everything, but it sure makes peoples lives like heaven or hell, depending on who you are,
You don’t become a billionaire by being nice, but republicans kiss his a$$.

BuddySat 4 t5CtSi1ii . I dav.r an<,

Partisan politics aside, anyone kissing this guy’s ring had better swallow a drugstore.
O .

c(enians ‘4 tk-tt . $ ‘3’4, 4)13

tiet Nick, we can’t know that, but it is unlikely that he will ever be neutered it would be nice if he would follow Scallia though.
1)3 a ‘.‘ . . Sham

Seven Foot Rabbit’4:1snrann .1 nsa,

I’m somewhat surprised Clarence Thomas arid Samuel Auto didn’t try a Weekend at Bernie’s type thing with Scelia just to
get his yea vote br the next six months.
4.. . Share,

Land SharkAS.,v Px,’Ftabb)) .

Wish I could upvote you 100XXX times. II Thanks for the laugh SFR!
:1 a ‘.‘r4)pty . Sham’

studlo”*”, “t”, 1 4 asia

et Has thomas said enything yet?
3 a . Rtpt’,, Shnrs

Seven Foot Rabbit ‘4aSdia . 6 lays ea

r1 No, he’s waiting for Scalia to write his statement so he can join the majority.

Bruce_Mitchell hst a a

I thought Thomas never spoke.
a iSsil)’ . 114am.

StardustGoldenBlliionYearOtd C “bcl saas’4 days em

no need to neuter those tiny little dessicated things that haven’t functioned in decades.
7’. s’ ‘ Rapty

clemaris Bks3’easC4d C . 4 lass 34)0

I vote for neutering just the same.
smiles

a . scpty . Shea

grannleannie2’4’.4. a ira

ii Yes, and without the benefit of arresthesial
2-” a’ •F4oty ‘Sham,

clemans ‘)‘ar-i4’-?

smiles, works for me!
I a a- — Rq4y . Share

StardustGoldenBllllonYearOld C ‘4 6 - 41
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suspect triat since renew uoceprrus reagan, air or me gop ruors nave ceen incarnauona ur Saran.

LandSharlc”tN I

The Kochs and Paul Singer.
3.”. ‘ Rpiy

philofthefuture 4Lvii. Stivik 4 4rryvi’.e

Soros, Steyer, Buffer, Gates, Hollywood elite, the Tides foundation, the Ford foundation, wall street, big banks, etc., not e
word about them on the progressive side. Wonder why.

neroden 4 pait:4w -i 4ay 434

Soros wants to prevent the US from becoming a corrupt authoritarian spy-state like the USSR, since he grew up in
Eastern Europe. Good for him. He Only started putting money in after George W Bush started spying on everyone
and Invaded Iraq.

You will hear a LOT about Wall Street and the Big Banks from Bernie Senders.
v

‘ .

darkrnark .4 4ht,4k$vkve . 4 viryk .yy

that says a lot about you. come out of your fox box and visit the world.
2”” ‘.“ Raply ‘

dthoughton-4l’h ihvftrwo ‘ 4 teurk

Because they don’t do evil?

• •

dlsqus_RZmZNR5uTb ‘-it I 1

The Koch brothers..,,

STEVELBURG 4 0r3rR5.
george soros

14w,

Sash Carter’S’TEVE,.SUHG .

Hey, they’re not called the “Koch” brothers for nothing.
Ri,piy’

4Ø TheSailor”v “r I

ael4 Derp. I’d be surprised you couldn’t help but twitch “Behghazillll!ll” in the next breath.
4 ... ‘ ik4piy .

phileftlrefuture 4 NIw EIat 4

Only pathetic progressives worship their leaders, I doubt most conservatives know or care about Adelson. We think independently,
we don’t need our thoughts downloaded from our handlers like progressives do.

ik$piy

neroden 4 yI’i44149tkI.Ir4 ‘ 4 (1444 41(0

Why do most rlght-wingers simply regurgitate mindless talking points from Fox News or talk radio, even when they’re
transparently phony, then? I’m sure you’re different; but seriously, look at the little lender-worshippers who make up most of
the Republican Party.

I “ • Reply ‘Shyrs’

darkmark ‘t irk h4hlur.r- ‘ 4 ri0y0 430

tell us an original contemporary conservatives idea. i should limit that to an idea that makes sense.

Sash Carter S “'r a” ., ye —4

iiitt “We think independently” lololololololoolololololololololollolololollolololol
Ohhh...that’s sad.
But heyl I’m sure that Republican Minority Outreach program is going to pull through when you guys need it the most
lololotolololl.
6 i Reply • Sharer

lancry Strichers —S yr.Ii040aiorurv ‘ 4 -iuya

@philofthefuture “I doubt most conservatives know or care about Adelson. We think independently” Is that what explaIns
th+ ,.4.. ,f nn ,4boh. ,,,.,,,.I,.,, fk ,f th, On hit’,,.. .-4,I-.,,t.,.,O
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unlquename72 + p thiu’e 2d so

-Only pathetic progressvies worship their leaders”

You should watch the excellent documentary “Jesus Camp,” In which a group of Christian children are “literally” taught to
worship images of George W.

.“ V ‘ py -

Rlsherd&oderickir - 4

Many years ago this country as a whole was not as well off as today, but we could still build bridges and roads, we could have good
schools, we could take care of sick people and the old, and we could even look forward to doing better, bigger things, even going to the
moon, It was an upward path.

Yet today, even though as a country we are much more wealthy, even though we have knowledge and technology far exceeding what we
used to have and, even though our workers produce far more per person than ever before, we are told that we can rio longer do the great
things we used to do. We are told our government can only take from the middle class, that we can no longer afford the things we want and
need as a country and that the American middle class has to work harder for less.

Now, as our top tax rate Is historIcally quite low (and at 14% MItt didn’t even pay half that much), our country continues to sacrifice and
become more indebted for the Reagan/BushlttushlttomneylAdelson Republican party’s one goal: more and more arid more tax breaks for
the rich, Ifs a downward path.

We need to do what is right for this country not Just what is good for the top one-tenth of 1%.

Tax the Adelson Class, pay down the debt, invest in our country and our people.

That is how to really make America greater.

Please Vote for Bernie and Vote to change your Congressman too.
34,’. ‘piy-:har•

Brtan-* k

Yest Tax the rich to provide free education, health care and modest room and board for all who need it.

Do we want a nation of desperately poor, retarded, diseased, ignorant homeless serfs begging on the streets?

Wouldn’t you rather have a nation of secure, healthy, intelligent, educated, citizens?

We have trillions of dollars of infrastructure that has been dangerously delayed.

Land Shark . 4’.’; sn’

Yap, If anybody challenges you on that, I always like to tell narrrow minded selfish Repukes ....uh next time you go to a
restaurant, hope your food is prepared by someone with health Insurance and they’re not coughing in your food.
S —, iSu;ly

phllofthefuture “ Lud 3wic .

atk Your pathetic name calling negates any credibility you hope to achieve, grow up.
1Sod.

Sash Carter -‘ ,w ii a:w4 . :1 i:,w 4n0

Why? Does it make you nervous? Was that piece of hair in your fries you pulled out your teeth really belong to you?
Could you really tell the difference between mayonnaise & well you know:)
Or just like all republicans do you need us to wrap you up in your snugly victim-blanket so you can feel safe from all
the “non-whites? Do you want us to change the adult diaper you have to wear just in case you have to interact with
the very scary black man? Aw, such poor babies. Scared, cowardly man-babies.
S -“ ‘.‘ - ‘.riI .

TheSaflor . h’1thr,ft$,
-

“Your pathetic name calling negates any credibility you hope to achieve, grow up.’

GFY, clutch those pearls up your ass, arid fall on your fainting couch.
3 —‘ V ‘ iir’pi -

thebeS9 - Led Sha,!c- 3 dsw ago

I usually remind them that ifs The working class that are the main consumers of goods and services. If the working
class makes less, they spend teas.

Fiaph’ .

deaaIk,’.o,:Dw
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agreed, taxing adelson would be lust taking back what he’s stolen. bee tile palestinians taxing the Zionists.
2 .‘ “ R’i1tv em

— SashCarter-ee

‘Wouldn’t you rather have a nation of secure, healthy, intelligent, educated, citizèns?
You will and up with none of that.
You may enjoy living like a rat prancing under tables looking for scraps the rich drops, but the majority of us don’t. The
majority of us want ‘free education, health care & modest room and board for all who need it.” Because that’s what an actual
developed country does. Because everyone knows 3rd world countries are just overrun with security, healthy, Intelligent, &
educated citizens. Btw no one says “retarded” anymore, so good job dating yourself & your kids will believe the same as we
do & you will live a life of loneliness & disappointment as they stop inviting you to dinner’s; & their kids will be even more
progressive & there will be nothing you can do about it because you’ll end up as another old, white, cowardly conservative
stuck home alone on Xmas because your kids didn’t want you to use the “n-word” around the grand children.

“.

Ij TheSailor4tse-C”mr’

That was very well written. Thanks.
tPiY ‘ Seoe

Cowboydroid -4 emw.rosrmt - 4

akt The gwsernment would have confiscate a little more than an entire year’s worth of the GOP of the US to pay down the national debt.

It would have to confiscate the entire world’s GDP for several years to pay for the unfinanced portion of its debt, which approaches
$300 Trillion by some estimates.

In addition, any American making more than $32,400 a year is in the top 1% of the world. Do you think the rest of the world should
be able to tax you to pay for its desired living standards?

Almost all federal politicians are in the top 1% of American wealthy. I don’t see any of them voluntarily giving up their wealth to pay
down the debt they helped build, or to finance the welfare spending they so eagerly promote.

Additionally, the top 1% are getting wealthier due to the Fed’s financial lifting of stocks and asset prices. I don’t see any candidate,
including Sanders, calling for an end to this redistribution scheme.

Gn8 the Questioner ‘4 (v,wme<imvi . :t “a”
The government would have confiscate a little more than an entire year’s
worth of the GOP of the US to pay down the national debt.

So why can’t we use 10% of GOP per year over 11 years? or 5% over —20 years? How is simply ignoring the debt -or trying
to use middle class taxes to pay it off a-better option?

In addition, any American making more than $32,400 a year is in the top 1% of the world.

And the top 99% of the world is wealthier than the bottom 1%, arid the bottom 0.99% Is better off them than bottom 0.01%..,
The U.S government may not be able to help every human on earlh but it can help every American citizen, meaningless
relativism aside.

Almost all federal politicians are in the top 1% of American weathy. I
don’t see any of them volunlerily giving up their wealth to pay down the
debt they helped build, or to tinance the welfare spending they so
eagerly promote.

That is probably due to the fact that they are able to set the tax rates, are you surprised they would make them favorable? of
course they aren’t voluntarily giving up their wealth, very few people ever do, but that’s one of the reasons for taxes, to
compel people to contribute to socially beneficial expenees —defense, education, infrastructure, etc.
2 “ “ ‘ Reply ‘ $hre
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Casino magnate Sheldon Adelson facing 49 hours of pretrial

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Ajudge says billionaire casino magnate and Las Vegas newspaper owner Sheldon Adelson can be questioned for up to

49 hours beginning next week by lawyers for a former Macau casino executive who claims he was wrongly fired in 2010.

htp:/fnews3lv.com/neNSfloCaWrUlifl9-JUdge-StayS-Of1Case-iflVdVIrIg-adeISOfl-fO1mer-SafldS-eXeCUtiVe 1/5

questions
BY KEN RITTER
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 18TH 2016

Sheldon Adelson [Photo provided]
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There was no talk in a Las Vegas courtroom Thursday about a ruling by Chief Clark County District Court Judge David Barker leaving

Judge Elizabeth Gonzalez on the case filed byformer Sands China chief executive Steven Jacobs.

Las Vegas Sands Corp. says it II appeal Barkers ruling to the Nevada Supreme Court, which has already decided 11 pretrial Issues in the
case.

Jacobs has been undergoing days of questioning by attorneys for Adelson, Las Vegas Sands and Sands China Ltd. ahead of trial, which is
scheduled to begin June 27.

MORE TO EXPLORE

2/5

Sex toy triggers fight between married couple Arrest report confirms that CCSD...
Chttp://newslv.com/news/c,, i-married. (http:/Jwww.news3lv.com/news/local/arrest.report-confirms-that_ccsd.
couple-02-18-2016) teacher-had-an-inappropriate-relationshIp-with-a-student)

Bureau of Reclamation confirms it...
(http:flnews3lv.com/news/local/fbi-conductlng-ralds-in-three-southern-
nevada-locations)
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Suspect in adult store robbery caught on roOf, surrenders to police
(/news/offbeat/suspect-in-adult-store-robbery-caught-on-roof-surrenders-to-police)

Postal Service apologizes for delivering blood-stained mail
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‘Talk Bernie to me’: Dating site caters to singles who ‘feel the Bern’
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Casino magnate Sheldon Adelson facing 49 hours of pretrial
questions
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judge-stays-on-case- : judge-stays-on-case

involving-adelson- involving-adelson
formersandsexecutjve): former-sands-

-. executive&title=&summary=&source=)

LAS VEGAS CAP) — Ajudge says billionaire casino magnate and Las Vegas newspaper owner Sheldon Adelson can be questioned for up to
49 hours beginning next week by lawyers for a former Macau casino executive who claims he was wronglyfired in 2010.

http:llnews3lv.com/newsAocallruling-judge-stays-on-case-involving-adelscn-formei’-sands-executive 1/5

BY KEN RlTER
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18TH 2016

Sheldon Adelson (Photo providedi
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There was no talk in a Las Vegas courtroom Thursday about a ruling by Chief Clark County District Churt Judge David Barker leaving

Judge Elizabeth Gonzalez on the case filed by former Sands China chief executive Steven Jacobs.

Las Vegas Sands Corp. says it’ll appeal Barker’s ruling to the Nevada Supreme Court, which has already decided 11 pretrial issues in the
case.

Jacobs has been undergoing days of questioning by attorneys for Adelson, Las Vegas Sands and Sands China Ltd. ahead of trial, which is
scheduled to begin June 27.

MORE TO EXPLORE
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1 motion for order permitting filing under seal and order

2 redacting portions of Exhibit 1 to his opposition to the

3 defendants’ motion for protective order regarding the 30(b) (6)

4 motion, the Weidner deposition, and the motion to quash

5 related to Weidner. Does anybody have an objection to that?

6 MR. CASSITY: Your Honor, that was another one of

7 the temporary sealing issues.

8 THE COURT: This doesn’t say temporary.

9 MR. CASSITY: It’s in the body.

10 THE COURT: Okay. So it’s granted, but it’s not

11 temporary. And I said on my notes, “Okay to maintain

12 confidentiality.” So it’s not temporary.

13 MR. CASSITY: Thank you, Your Honor.

14 THE COURT: Well, you didn’t see my notes, but

15 that’s what I wrote down.

16 Anything else? Thank you. Lovely seeing you all,

17 Have a lovely afternoon.

18 MR. BICE: Thank you, Your Honor.

19 MR. MORRIS: Thank you, Your Honor.

20 THE COURT: And I am not going to see you tomorrow,

21 because we took care of tomorrow’s calendar.

22 MR. MORRIS: We’re not on tomorrow?

23 THE COURT: You’re not on -- I moved the protective

24 order up and ruled on it already.

25 MR. MORRIS: Good. All right.

42
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1 THE COURT: Unless something you guys think is

2 happening in court.

3 MR. MORRIS: One of these days we’ll announce some

4 good news.

5 MR. PEEK: Maybe in another case, Your Honor.

6 THE COURT: Well, let’s see.

7 THE PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED AT 9:46 A.M.

8 * * * * *

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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CERTIFICATION

I CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING IS A CORRECT TRANSCRIPT FROM THE
AUDIO-VISUAL RECORDING OF THE PROCEEDINGS IN THE ABOVE-
ENTITLED MATTER.

AFFIRMATION

I AFFIRM THAT THIS TRANSCRIPT DOES NOT CONTAIN THE SOCIAL
SECURITY OR TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF ANY PERSON OR ENTITY.

FLORENCE HOYT
Las Vegas, Nevada 89146

FLORENCE N. HOY TRANSCRIBER

2/18/16

DATE
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Figure in Review-Journal sale becomes an issue in Las Vegas
Sands lawsuit
By Carri Geer Thevenot Las Vegas Review-Journal January 12, 2016 - 9:03pm

A disgraced Connecticut newspaper owner associated with casino mogul Sheldon Adelson’s recent purchase
of the Review-Journal has emerged as a figure in a Tong-running lawsuit that involves allegations that Adelson
tolerated organized crime ties at his properties in Macau.

In a deposition Monday, Adelson’s son-in-law, Patrick Dumont, refused to answer any questions about
contact with Michael Schroeder, owner of Central Connecticut Communications. Dumont, vice president of
finance and strategy for Las Vegas Sands Corp., was being questioned by a lawyer representing Steven
Jacobs, a former-Sands executive in Macau who alleges he was wrongfully, terminated for trying to distance
Sands from illegal activities in the Chinese gaming city.

Dumont’s lawyer on Monday blocked questions regarding any discussion his client may have had about the
case with Schroeder, who in December was briefly named “manager” of the Review-Journal.

Schroeder’s role in the Adelson family’s. RJ purchase is significant because one of his Connecticut
newspapers published a long article that was critical of Clark County District Judge Elizabeth Gonzalez, who
is presiding over the Jacobs case. The article bore a false name associated with Schroeder.

At about the same time, three RJ reporters were ordered by GateHouse Media,the paper’s former owner, to
monitor Gonzalez and two other judges in Las Vegas. No explanation was ever given for the assignment,
which came as the sale of the paper and a contract for continued GateHouse management was being
finalized.” . . - , ‘ .

Legal and media ethicists have speculated that the article in Connecticut and the judicial monitoring in Las
Vegas were related to efforts byAdelson’s attorneys to have Gonzalez removed from the case.

JUDGEAPPROVES QUESTIONS .

At a court hearing Tuesday morning, Gonzalez said Dumont’s lawyer, Hersh Kozlov of New Jersey, had acted
“inappropriately” under Nevada law when he directed his client not to answer questions about discussing
Jacobs or his wrongful termination case with Schroeder.

“I have overruled and stricken any direction not to answer,” the judge said.

Attorney Todd Bice, who represents Jacobs, posed the deposition questions regarding Schroeder, who has
acknowledged that he assigned, edited and published the Dec. 2 story that criticized Gonzalez’s handling of
the wrongful termination case.

The story, which appeared in his New Britain Herald, has raised eyebrows because Adelson’s family
purchased the Review-Journal on Dec. 10 through its Delaware-domiciled News + Media Capital Group and
installed Schroeder as a “manager.” The story contained plagiarized passages and made-up quotes, and was
published under the pseudonym Edward Clarkin. -

1/3
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Dumont orchestrated the Adelson family’s purchase of the newspaper:

The Review-Journal obtained a copy of 136-page rough transcript of the Monday deposition from the District
Court clerk’s office.

During the deposition, Dumont denied discussing Jacobs or his case with anyone in the media. I-fe specifically
denied discussing the case with Review-Journal Publisher Jason Taylor and GateHouse Media CEO Kirk
Davis.

But a question about whether Dumont had discussed the litigation or Jacobs with Schroeder prompted the
first objection from Kozlov.

“I don’t want to interfere, but I’m trying to understand the implication of your question with regard to shield law
privileges,” Kozlov told Bice. “So I understand that there is Mr. Schroeder who is a journalist who has certain
privileges in the state of Connecticut. Are you inquiring of any communication under that that might be
encompassed by such a privilege?”

Shield laws generally help protect reporters from being forced to reveal confidential sources.

“I don’t believe any shield privilege that I’m aware of would apply to Mr. Dumont,” Bice replied. “... Might apply
to a reporter who can invoke the privilege to avoid answering questions, but people that communicate with
them canhot.”

Kozlov later told Rice he considered the question irrelevant and “beyond the scope of the deposition.”

In court on Tuesday, Gonzalez said Nevada law allows an attorney to instruct a witness not to answer a
deposition question only in light of privileg&or harassment.

For instance, attorney-client privilege protects communication between an attorney and client from being
disclosed without the client’s permission. Dumont cited that privilege in declining to answer several questions
during his deposition. -

Based on Kozlov’s advice, Dumont also declined to answer a question about whether he had participated in
drafting any news stories about Jacobs or his lawsuit, and another question about whether Las Vegas Sands
Corp. had taken any disciplinary action against him concerning his activities with Schroeder.

JACOBS FIRING

Jacobs, former president and CEO of Sands China, filed his lawsuit in 2010 against Sands China Ltd., Las
Vegas Sands Corp. and Adelson himself. Jacobs claims Dumont was involved in his termination.

The lawsuit also includes a defamation claim. Jacobs has accused the defendants of waging “a public
relations campaign to smear and spread lies about” him.

At the Monday deposition Bice argued that communication with news media about Jacobs should be “fair
game” because it “may very well demonstrate additional malice that relates to the defamation claim.”

In March, Gonzalez ordered hefty sanctions against Sands China for improperly withholding documents in the
case.

Sands China also has asked for the case to be reassigned to a different judge, arguing in a motion that
Gonzalez’s rulings “continue to evidence this jurist’s bias and hostility toward defendants and further calls into

2/3
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question her ability to preside over this case as an impartial judicial officer.’

The Nevada Supreme Court denied the request in November. The case is scheduled for trial in June.

At Tuesday’s hearing, Kozlov argued that Gonzalez should recuse herself from ruling on matters related to
news articles about her. The judge told Kozlov to file a motion if he thinks she should refrain from ruling on an
issue.

Gonzalez overruled Kozlov’s instructions to Dumont regarding questions about Schroeder but stopped short
of ordering Dumont to answer the questions. She said future disputes that involve asking Dumont whether he
discussed the Jacobs litigation with news media would first go to the discovery commissioner and then, if
appealed, to District Judge Jennifer Toghatti.

Bice told the Review-Journal that Dumont’s deposition continued Tuesday, and there weren’t any calls to any
judges.” He would not say whether Dumont had answered any of the questions he had refused to answer
Monday.

Attorney Stephen Peek, who represents Las Vegas Sands and Sands China, could not be reached for
comment after Tuesday’s hearing.

Contact reporter Carri Geer Thevenot at cgeer@reviewjournal.com or 702-384-8710. Find her on Twitter:
@CarriGeer

Copyright ©Las Vegas Review-Journal, Inc. 2016. All rights reserved. • Privacy Policy
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Expect Schroeder’s name to keep coming up
By John L. Smith Las Vegas Review-Journal January 12, 2016 - 8:14pm

Related links

Good grief, Schroeder. You’re back in the news.

And just when we thought we’d heard the last of the guy.

Fallout from the Adelson family’s December purchase of the Las Vegas Review-Journal and its relationship
with Connecticut newspaper publisher Michael Schroeder surfaced Tuesday morning in District Court in the
bruising wrongful termination lawsuit filed by former Sands Macau casino executive Steve Jacobs.

The accusations are getting so ugly I’d suggest Schroeder consider changing his name, but look at all the
trouble he got into the last time he tried that.

Under the pseudonym “Edward Clarkin,” Schroeder published a story Dec. 2 in his New Britain Herald
newspaper that focused generally on business court but specifically and inaccurately attacked District Judge
Elizabeth Gonzalez in far-away Clark County. The article by our man in Connecticut was larded with arguably
plagiarized material and questionable sourcing. It also failed to mention Schroeder was manager of the
limited liability company that was purchasing the Review-Journal.

Gonzalez wasn’t just any smeared judge. She’s also the presiding judge in the Jacobs lawsuit, which accuses
Las Vegas Sands and multibillionaire gaming titan Sheldon Adelson of wrongful termination and failing to
heed the former executive’s warnings about political influence-peddling and doing business with Triad
connecteJ junket companies. Adelson has vehemently denied the allegations and has called Jacobs a
“delusional” incompetent who was fired in 2010 for a long list of failings, but the accusations have fueled an
investigation by the U.S. Department of Justice into whether Sands violated American bribery laws.

Adelson’s son-in-law Patrick Dumont, Las Vegas Sands’ senior vice president of finance and strategy,
orchestrated the $140 million purchase of the Review-Journal. On Tuesday, Judge Gonzalez ruled that
Dumont is compelled to answer questions about his relationship with Schroeder and that journalistic hit piece,
which by now has been denounced even by its author as an unprofessional piece of hack work.

Nevada law allows little wiggle room for reluctant witnesses in depositions.

“Everybody in the room, and there’s a lot of people in the room right now, knows there are two bases in
Nevada that you can instruct the witness not to answer: harassment and privilege,” Gonzalez said. “That’s it.”

Dumont attorney Hersh Kozlov attempted to persuade Gonzalez to recuse herself from deciding the matter
because she’s a key subject of the critical article. At the very least, it was a clever way to accomplish
something attorneys for Las Vegas Sands appear to have desired for several years — call into question the
judge’s objectivity.

“I suggest to the court with respect and with reluctance, the court could not and should not interject itself in
news articles involving the court,” Kozlov said, noting that Dumont isn’t a party to the lawsuit. “The court
should recuse on that matter. This court, with respect your honor, should not put itself in position of ordering a

http:/bww.reviewjournal.com/opiumfls-blogs4ohn-l-smith/expect-schroeders-name-keep-ccming 1/2
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witness to answer questions with regard to the court.”

The Schroeder-Dumont connection to the Jacobs case had Jacobs attorney Todd Bice taking great umbrage
with what he called the duplicitous behavior of the casino executive.

“Your honor, Mr. Dumont, with all due respect to Mr. Dumont, simply got caught,” Bice said, reading from
deposition testimony in which Dumont denied discussing Jacobs and the litigation with anyone in the media.
That included, according to Bice, denials of conversations with Review-Journal Publisher Jason Taylor and
GateHouse Media CEO Kirk Davis. Review-Journal reporters had been ordered to monitor Gonzalez and two
other judges prior to the sale.

Bice continued, “Have you discussed this litigation with anyone in the media? Answer, ‘No.’ He answered
both of those questions no, your honor. Then when I started to go into individuals in the media, he originally
claimed he didn’t speak to Mr. Taylor. He said he didn’t speak to an individual named Kirk Davis. Then when I
got to Michael Schroeder, your honor, then of course the avalanche from counsel starts to obstruct the
deposition.”

Dumont has only been associated with the local newspaper a few weeks and he’s already having his sources
and motivations questioned. Hey, welcome to the newspaper racket, Mr. Dumont.

Judge Gonzalez carved out what she obviously thought was an ethical and professional plan to compel
Dumont’s deposition testimony while avoiding a possible conflict and more delays in the lengthy litigation. She
instructed Dumont to answer questions related to Jacobs with any inquiries focused on the litigation going first
to a discovery commissioner and then, presuming there’s an appeal, to experienced District Judge Jennifer
Togliatti.

This failed to soothe the expressed concerns of attorneys for Sands and Dumont. They promised to file their
recusal motion.

Although Schroeder’s no ionger associated with the Review-Journal, it’s now clear that we haven’t heard the
last of our man in Connecticut.

John L. Smith’s column appears Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday arid Saturday. He can be reached at
702-383-0295 or jsmith@reviewjournal.com. On Twitter: jlnevadasmith

Copyright ©Las Vegas Review-Journal, Inc. 2016. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy
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The Vegas Columnist And The Newspaper Owner Who Once Sued Him For
Libel

00:00 0000

The secretive sate late last year of the Las Vegas Review

Journal, Nevada’s largest news organization, to the family of

one of the wealthiest men in the country set of shockwaves in

that newsroom.

The vast financial and politIcal Interests of the billIonaire casino

magnate and major Republican donor Sheldon Adelson raise

nettlesome questions about how the paper can cover him.

Yet some journalists say there is a mere pointed problem: his

sensitivity to what reporters actually do. His lawyers have filed

three libel suits against journalists on his behalf, one of which is

still ongoing.

One of the people he sued went broke facing hIm in court. That

reporter; John L Smith, ia among Adelson’s newest and most

prominent employees. Smith writes a column five days a week

for the Review-Journal. And he has written frequently about

Melson, his industry competitors and his politics.

Las Vegas looks one way to toutiste and another way to

locals,’ Smith says. “Locals, if they’re here long enough, view

Las Vegas as a glitzy factory town. Much in the same way that the auto industry baa been so big to

Detroit, gaming and tourism is essential, really, to Las Vegas development and growth.”

No one in Vegas eclipses the importance of Adelson, chairman and CEO of Las Vegas Sands Corp.

“There are companleswith morecasinos,” Smitftsays, “but I think Sheldon’s personality — his -

dramatic, tremendous success in Macau, his obvious embrace of Republican Party politics and

willingness to dump millions and millions of dollars into the presidential campaign — this makes him

a pm-eminent player.”

Reporting On Newspaper’s New Owner

The Adelson family’s Involvement was kept secret in December when the former owners, kfloWfl as News Headlines

________________

GaleHouse Media, announced the sale.

GateHouse Media continued to manage the paper. But after the change in ownership, the publisher;

Jason Taylor, became involved in personally reviewing, delaying and at times changing the paper’s

reporting. An executive brought into oversee the transition told staffers they did not need to know

the details of their new owners. He advised them just to do their jobs.

(!newsla.local.mothera4lght-to.promote-heslthy.

The newsroom interpreted that literally, scrambling to confirm the Adelson family’s acquisition of the eating)

Review-JournaL Mike Hengel (http:llwww.npr.errnlsectlonsfthetwo-wayl20151121251480806804 Farmers Can Seek Federal

lnewspaper.edltor-steps.down.after-publlcatlons-bllllonalre-bLlYer-unmaakedi was the Money For Lake Erie Algae

Journals editor until late December and oversaw that reporting. Fight
The money from the U.S.

“it takes a lot of courage on their part — not just skill but courage,” Hengel says. “it would be
ErIe Western

to say, ‘I don’t want to touch this. This Is radioactive.’ But they went after it” Basin.

(lnewslfannersean-seek-federal-monsiy-for.lake
Hengel says he was compelled by his bosses to take a buyout after clashing with Taylor, the erie-algae-fight)
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The famly of btllcnalre casino mogLi

Sheldon Adelson bought lire Las Vegas

Revlew.,ioumel late last year.

Attorneys have filed three libel lawsuits

egsnlstioumstlots on behafi of Sheldon

Aderson (shown here in Las Vegas in
2014). Hewon an apology and legal fees

from thrben’s Daily Mail In 2008.

all headlines (Mewal

A Local Mother’s Fight To

Promote Healthy Eating
Kay Colby explores two
programs designed to fight
Cleveland food deserts and

obesity through the eyes of a local mother.
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Ohio State President Talks
Cost Cutting and Scholarship
Building
Michael Drake says OSU funding —

need,based scholarships for
15,000 students

(!newslohle.state.presldent4alks.cost.cuttlng.
and.schelarshlp.bulldlng)

Statehouse News Bureaere (httpdlststenews.argi

Statehouse
NEWS BUREAU

{http:llstatenews,orq)

PUCO Finishes Hearings On UtilIties’ Coal
Plant Income Gaurantee (http:IIstatanewa.org

“I was sued at a time when my daughter was in the hospital being treated for brain cancer,” Smith

says. “I thought it was particularly cruei, quite frankly.’

Smith says his daughter, Amelia, survived surgery and repeated chemotherapy and radiation.

lncome.gaurantee)

Bili Changes ‘Mental Retardation” To
“Intellectual DIsabilIty” Throughout State Law

To address Adelson’s objections, Smith and his book publisher issued some corrections for unsold

copies and even offered to publish them In his eeview-Journal column to reach a wider audience.

Adelson wanted something else. Histeam suggested a specitic kind of apoicqy to be made in court.

The offer initially arrived, Smith says, through a rabbi.

According to Smith, Adeison would drop the suit, if “I would admit that I meant to malign him, and

libel him, and paid a [onej dollar judgment, which would have ended my career.”

‘And he of course knew that,” Smith says.

Adelson’s representatives sweetened the deal: He would piace $200,000 In an account for the

Smith family’s medical bills, Smith says, as long as the reporter did not tell his bosses.

Instead, Smith Iliad for bankruptcy. In court documents, a judge cited more than $200,000 in legal

fees and medical bills that Smith could not pay.

“We just soldiered on,’ Smith says.

A spokesman for Adelson on newspaper issues referred questions to his corporate executives at

Las Vegas Sands Corp.

‘Las Vegas Sands operates in an extremely competitive and regulated industry, which requires

complete transparency and the highest ethical standards,” says Ron Reese, senior vice president

for global communications at Las Vegas Sands. “In short, Mr. Adelson’s reputation means

everything — especially in this business.”

Adelson’s ownership of newspaper properties does not diminish the importance of that fact, Reese

says.

“tMrether ifs careless reporting or malicious politIcal attacks that impugn his reputation, he frankly

has an obligation to the company’s shareholders and the 50,000 employees of this company to set

the record straight.”

After several years, Adelson dropped the libel suit against Smith. It was dismissed with prudice,

state-law)

State Lawmakers Poised To Pass Abortion
Restrictions In Spite Of U.S. Supreme Court’s
Recent Action (http:llstatenews.orglposllstats.

ua.supreme.courts.recent.actlonl

NPR Headlines

Mourners Honor Antonin
Scalia At Funeral Service In

Washington
The service was conducted by
the son of the deceased Supreme
Court justIce, who las Catholic priest Scalia’s
casket was carried Into the basIlica by his Sons and
sonsrr.law.

(Irrewainprl4S749l8SO)

Financial Aid 101: Earlier

FAFSA Provides More Time To
Line Up Tuition
ThIs year, high students will find
out how much money they’ll get
from colleges well In advance. That’s because
FAFSA applications can be submitted as early as
October.

(lnewsinpr!467401825)

At Scalla’s Funeral Mass, Son Leads The
Ceremony

Father Paul Scalla, sort of the late Supreme Court
justice, delivered a homily at Saturday’s tradItional
CatholIc funeral mass. NPR’s Ron ElvIng tells Linda
Werthelmer about the ceremony.

((newalnprl4Gl4SlT4S)

Stateimpact Ohio more tlstateimpacti

2 of 4 2120/2016 1:35 PM

publisher, over coverage of the newspaper’s sale.

Court Clash With Las Vegas Reporter

\Mien John Smith’s wilting vexed Adelson a decade ago, it had enduring consequences for him

personally. This account is based on interviews with Smith and Smith’s current and former

colleagues as wall as a review of voluminous court records in state and federal courts and

contemporaneous news reports.

Adelson sued Smith over a 2005 book called Sharks in the Desert. Smith devoted a chapter to

Adeison’s rise in the working-class neighborhood of Dorchester in south Boston. The passage

sparking the lawsuit noted Adelson’s early investments in vending machines. It also explored

organized crime’s presence In that trade, though it made no specilic claims involving Adelson.

Adalson alleged his reputation had been badly damaged. The billionaire sought $15 million.

Smith already faced other pressing concerns.

PA2732
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which means it cannot be revived.

Smith emerged from bankruptcy in early 2011, He and his wife divorced several months later, and

he subsequently wrote about his own treatment for cancer. in the years since, Smith has shared a

few pictures of his daughter on his Twitter account.

She Is disabled today. She uses a wheelchair to get around. But she’s doing just great, Smith

says. ‘She is working on life every day, as we all are.’

Taking On Other Journalists In Court

In 2013, Adelson sued a Well Street Journal reporter in Hong Kong, Kate O’Keeffe, for describing

him as “foul-mouthed’ in an article about a lawsuit alleging corruption in his Macau casinos, one of

the key drivers of his wealth. Though Adelson sued the reporter as an individual, and did not indude

her employer, the Journal defended her in court,

In court filings, the Journal suggested an “ulterior motive’ of Adelsorr’s lawsuit was to get O’Keette

pulled off the beat. The newspapers lawyers cited a telephone conversation In which Reese, the

Sands executive, asked a Journal editor whether she would be reassigned.

Reese tells NPR that he believes many fair-minded people would ask whether O’Keelfe now has a

conflict of interest in covering the company. (The Columbia Journalism Review reached a different

conclusion lhttp:llwww.clr.ornlthe audlticoverjnc somebody whoa aulna y.ehnl.)

O’Keaffe and her attorney declined to comment for this story. Colleen Schwartz, a spokeswoman for

the .joume!s parent company, Dow Jones, says O’Keeffe has been kept on the beat throughout the

proceedings and received a promotion, though she will soon move to the newspaper’s bureau in

ahingtorl, DC.

As a judge wrote in court, Adelson also won an apology and legal fees from Britain’s

(/statelmpactl

Get Social with ideastream

Reach Of Adelson’s Interests

Adelson’a philanthropy and political interests span local, national and international affairs. In the

2012 election cycle, the investigative reporting organization ProPublica found that Adelson and his

wife spent at least $98 mIllion to aid various RepublIcan candIdates {httpI1www.propubllca.org

on-adelapn-rusllv-sz,end-on-camoalpn-201 at. especially political action

Gingrich and Mitt Romney Ihttp:ltwww.npr.orrrI2012102J131166836082

. The true figure may be far larger; ProPublica reported.

Adelson also has been an advocate for Israel, especially the hawkish stance of Prime Minister

Benjamin Netsnyahu. Adelson created a free newspaper (http:Hwww.npr.orgl2Ol2llO!181162815525

Isheldonadalsyn-shakes.up-lsraell-newspaper.marketl, Israel Hayom, which has become the largest

circulating newspaper in Israel, sometimes called “Bibi-ton,”a play on Netanyahus nickname end

the Hebrew word for newspaper.

‘It has not only had an impact stoking right-wing politics, but also on media,” Jane Eisner; editor

In-chief of the Jewish publication The Forward, tells NPR in an email. “It [posesj a direct economic

challenge to other outiets, who after all, have to charge for their product.”

Future Of The ‘Review-Journal’

Former Review-Journal editor Hengel says columnist Smith has always been fearless in the past —

and remains so. Under the new ownershIp, Smith has weighed In several times about Adelson and

his executives.

ideastreairr
We will text you with
upcoming events &

3 of 4 2/20/2016 1:35 PM
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OhIo State President Talks
Cost Cutting and ScholarshIp
Building
Michael Drake says OSU funding
need-based scholarshIps for
15,000 students

cost.cuttlng.snd-acholarahlp.bulldlng)

Cleveland Schools Push
Attendance and Mentorship
The AmerIcan Graduate
StorytellIng Contest asks pupIls.
who stepped in to help them get
through school.

Auditor Criticizes Reported
Deals In School Data
ScrubbIng Case
The OhIo Department of
EducatIon says It has revoked six
admInistrators’ licensee so far and lntend to
revoke more.

(lstatelmpactl2ol6lO2ll8laudltor.crltlcizes.reported.

more (htto://www.Ideastresxn.org/about
/soclal’)
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Reese, the Sands executive, says Adelson’s ownership of newspaper properties does not color his opportunities. Enter your

drive to protect his reputation. Reese would not address what the future holds for the Review- mobile phone number to
receive text message updates

JournaL 1 time per month from
ideastream.

But, hesdds, “I knowlsawaJohnL, Smithcolumninthenewspaperyesterday, soiwauld just

leave it at that

First Name , Last Name

Taylot the Review-Journal publisher, started to smooth the waters by naming a new acting editor, . .

I Mobile Number
Glenn Cook. As the paper’s editorial page editor, Cook had written critically of the secrecy initially

cloaking the paper’s purchase

(http,:itwww.mpbllecpuse,cpm)

Last week, Cook announced there would be money to rehire more reporters. After sessions with

reporters, Cook unveiled a detailed policy spelling out exactly how the Review-Journal will cover

Adelson, with an emphasis on full disclosure of his interests, TihiProrHELPOr31’OP to oancoi to 55555.

The paper will still be managed by its previous owners at GateHouse.

Yet Smith aeknowtedges nervousness about having Adelaon as his paper’s new owner.

Giving him the beneltt of the doubt going forward, I think, is important,” Smith says. “But the bottom

line is I don’t think he should own this or any newspaper.”

For now. Smith says, he’s still paid to have opinions shout greater Lea Vegas. Even that one.

Copyright 2016 NPR. To see more, visit http:llwww.npr,orgi.
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The Vegas Columnist And The Newspaper Owner Who Once Sued Him
For Libel

Thursday, January 14, 2016

David Folkenflik / NPR

jetive sale late Last year ofthe Las Vegas Review-Journal,
largest news organization, to the family ofone of the

jst men in the country set off shock waves in that newsmom.

financial and political interests of the billionaire casino
and major Republican donor Sheldon Adelson raise

ne questions about how the paper can cover him.

joumalists say there is a more pointed problem: his
ty to what reporters actually do. His lawyers have filed three
s against journalists on his behalf, one ofwhich is still

One of the people he sued went broke facing him in court. That
reporter, John L. Smith, is among Adelson’s newest and most
prominent employees. Smithwrites a column five days a week for the
Review-Journal. And he has written frequently about Adelson, his

competitors and his politics.

s looks one way to tourists and another way to locals,” Smith
cals, if they’re here long enough, view Las Vegas as a glitzy

own. Much in the same way that the auto industry has been so
etroit, gaming and tourism is essential, really, to Las Vegas
ment and growth.”

Vegas eclipses the importance ofAdelson, chairman and
L.as Vegas Sands Corp.

re companies with more casinos,” Smith says, “but I think

‘s personality —his dramatic, tremendous success in Macau,
ous embrace ofRepublican Party politics and willingness to
llions and millions ofdollars into the presidential campaign

!iakes him a pre-eminent player.”

Reporting On Newspaper’s New Owner
Attorneys have filed three libel lawsuits against
journalists on behalf of Sheldon Adelson (shown
hero in Las Vegas in 2014>. He won an apology and
legal fees from Britain’s Daily Mall in 2008.

GateHouse Media continued to manage the paper. But after the change in ownership, the publisher, Jason Taylor, became
involved in personally reviewing, delaying and at times changing the paper’s reporting. An executive brought in to
oversee the transition told staffers they did not need to know the details oftheir new owners. He advised them just to do
theirjobs.

http.kpbs.org/newsI20164arVl4/the-vegas-cdumnist-and-lhe-newspaper-owner-wha’ 1/5
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The family of biflionairo casino mogul Sheldon
Adelson bought the Las Vegas Review-Journal late
last year.

Photo by Ethan Miller Getty Images

The Adelson fhinily’s involvement was kept secret in December when
the former owners, known as GateHouse Media, announced the sale.
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The newsroom interpreted that literally, scrambling to confirm the Adelson family’s acquisition ofthe Review-Journal.
Mike Hengel was the Review-Journal’s editor until late December and oversaw that reporting.

“It takes a lot ofcourage on their part — not just skill but courage,” Hengel says. “It would be easy to say, ‘I don’t want to
touch this. This is radioactive.’ But they went after it.”

Hengel says he was compelled by his bosses to take a buyout after clashing with Taylor, the publisher, over coverage of
the newspape?s sale.

Court Clash With Las Vegas Reporter

When John Smith’s writing vexed Adelson a decade ago, it had enduring consequences for him personally. This account
is based on interviews with Smith and Smith’s current and former colleagues as well as a review of voluminous court
records in state and federal courts and contemporaneous news reports.

Adelson sued Smith over a 2005 book called Sharks in the Desert. Smith devoted a chapter to Adelson’s rise in the
working-class neighborhood of Dorchester in South Boston. The passage sparicing the lawsuit noted Adelson’s early
investments in vending machines. It also explored organized crime’s presence in that trade, though it made no specific
claims involving AdeLson.

Adelson alleged his reputation had been badly damaged. The billionaire sought $15 million.

Smith already faced other pressing concerns.

“I was sued at a time when my daughter was in the hospital being treated for brain cancer,” Smith says. “I thought it was
particularly cruel, quite frankly.”

Smith says his daughter, Amelia, survived surgery and repeated chemotherapy and radiation.

To address Adelson’s objections, Smith and his book publisher issued some corrections for unsold copies and even offered
to publish them in his Review-Journal column to reach a wider audience.

Adelson wanted something else. His team suggested a specific kind ofapology to be made in court. The offer initially
arrived, Smith says, through a rabbi.

According to Smith, Adelson would drop the suit, if”l would admit that I meant to malign him, and libel him, and paid a
[one] dollarjudgment, which would have ended my career.”

“And he of course knew that,” Smith says.

Adelson’s representatives sweetened the deal: He would place $200,000 in an account for the Smith family’s medical bills,
Smith says, as long as the reporter did not tell his bosses.

Instead, Smith filed for bankruptcy. In court documents, ajudge cited more than $200,000 in legal fes and medical bills
that Smith could not pay.

“We just soldiered on,” Smith says.

A spokesman for Adelson on newspaper issues referred questions to his corporate executives at Las Vegas Sands Corp.

“Las Vegas Sands operates in an extremely competitive and regulated industry, which requires complete transparency and
the highest ethical standards,” says Ron Reese, senior vice president for global communications at.Las Vegas Sands. “In
short, Mr. Adelson’s reputation means everything — especially in this business.”

Adelson’s ownership ofnewspaper properties does not diminish the importance of that fact, Reese says.

“Whether it’s careless reporting or malicious political attacks that impugn his reputation, he frankly has an obligation to
the company’s shareholders and the 50,000 employees ofthis company to set the record straight.”

After several years, Adelson dropped the libel suit against Smith. It was dismissed with prejudice, which means it cannot
be revived.

htx/!www.kpbs.orgInews/2O16/]2nh14Ithe-Ve9S-CdUfl1fliSt-afld-the-fleWSper-OWfler-WhC/
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Smith emerged from bankruptcy in early 2011. He and his wife divorced several months later, and he subsequently wrote
about his own treatment for cancer. In the yeats since, Smith has shared a few pictures ofhis daughter on his Twitter
account.

“She is disabled today. She uses a wheelchair to get around. But she’s doing just great,” Smith says. ‘She is working on life
every day, as we all are.”

Taking On Other Journalists In Court

In 2013, Adelson sued a Wall Street Journal reporter in Hong Kong, Kate O’Keeffe, for describing him as “foul-mouthed”
in an article about a lawsuit alleging corruption in his Macau casinos, one ofthe key drivers ofhis wealth. Though
Adelson sued the reporter as an individual, and did not include her employer, the Journal defended her in court.

In court filings, the Journal suggested an “ulterior motive” of Adelson’s lawsuit was to get O’Keeffe pulled offthe beat.
The newspaper’s lawyers cited a telephone conversation in which Reese, the Sands executive, asked a Journal editor
whether she would be reassigned.

Reese tells NPR that he believes many fair-minded people would ask whether O’Keeffe now has a conflict of interest in
covering the company. (The Columbia Journalism Review reached a different conclusion.)

O’Keeffe and her attorney declined to comment for this story. Colleen Schwartz, a spokeswoman for the Journal’s parent
company, Dow Jones, says O’Keeffe has been kept on the beat throughout the proceedings and received a promotion,
though she will soon move to the newspaper’s bureau in Washington, D.C.

As a judge wrote in court, Adelson also won an apology and legal fees from Britain’s Daily Mail.

Reach OfAdelson’s Interests

Adelson’s philanthropy and political interests span local, national and international affairs..In the 2012 election cycle, the
investigative reporting organization ProPublica foundthat Adelson and his wife spent at least $98 million to aid various
Republican candidates, especially political action committees favoring Newt Gingrich and Mitt Romncy. The true figure
may be far larger, ProPublica reported.

Adelson also has been an advocate for Israel, especially the hawkish stance ofPrime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu.
Adelson created a free newspaper, Israel Hayom, which has become the largest circulating newspaper in Israel, sometimes
called ‘73Ibi-ton, “a play onNetanyahu’s nickname and the Hebrew word for newspaper. -

“It has not only had an impact stoking right-wing politics, but also on media,” Jane Eisner, editor-in-chiefofthe Jewish
publication The Forward, tells NPR in an email. “It [poses] a direct economic challenge to other outlets, who after all,
have to charge for their product.’

Future Of The ‘Review-Journal’

Former Review-Journal editor Hengel says columnist Smith has always been fearless in the past — and remains so. Under
the new ownership, Smith has weighed in several times about Adelson and his executives.

Reese, the-Sands executive, says Adelson’s ownership ofnewspaper properties does not color his drive to protect his
reputation. Reese would not address what the fhture holds fbr the Review-Journal.

But, he adds, “I know I saw a John L. Smith column in the newspaper yesterday, so I would just leave it at that.”

Taylor, the Review-Journal publisher, started to smooth the waters by naming a new acting editor Glenn Cook. As the
paper’s editorial page editor, Cook had written critically of the secrecy initially cloaking the paper’s purchase.

Last week, Cook announced there would be money to rehire more reporters. After sessions with reporters, Cook unveiled a
detailed policy spelling out exactly how the Review-Journal will cover Adelson, with an emphasis on full disclosure of
his interests.

The paper will still be managed by its previous owners at Gatellouse.

http-Jwww.kpb.orghiews/2o16141the-vegas-columnist-and-the-newspaper-owner-who/ 3/5
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Yet Smith acknowledges nervousness about having Adelson as his paper’s new owner.

‘Giving him the benefit of the doubt going forward, I think, is important,” Smith says. “But the bottom line is I don’t thinic
he should own this or any newspaper.”

For now, Smith says, he’s still paid to have opinions about greater Las Vegas. Even that one.

Copyright 2016 NPR. To see more, visit http://www.npr.org/.

David Folkenflik / NPR

Please stay on topic and be as concise as possible. Leaving a comment means you agree to our Community Discussion Rules. W like
civilized discourse. We don’t like spain, lying, pro fänity, harassment or personal attacks.
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Las Vegas Sands claims judge’s comments suggest bias in
Jacobs lawsuit
ByCarri GeerThevenot Las Vegas Review-Journal January 19,2016-9:5Opm

Las Vegas Sands Corp. is making a new attempt to remove District Judge Elizabeth Gonzalez from a
wrongful termination case that has received widespread publicity.

The company cited “recent intensified media coverage of the lawsuit” as one of the “new grounds” for
requesting the judge’s disqualification.

“After years of apparent silence, the court has responded to that media coverage by contributing to the
coverage,” according to the motion. “That participation raises doubts about the court’s impartiality and
objectivity.”

Gonzalez responded with a declaration in which she denied having “a bias toward or prejudice against” Las
Vegas Sands.

Sands lawyers filed their new motion last Wednesday, prompting Gonzalez to suspend all hearings in the
case until Chief District Judge David Barker rules on the matter. A ruling is expected by Feb. 18.

A trial in the case is scheduled to begin June 27. If Gonzalez is removed, the long-running case could see a
lengthy delay while a new judge gets up to speed. In November, the Nevada Supreme Court rejected a
request to reassign the case to a different judge.

Steven Jacobs, former president and CEO of Sands China Ltd., filed the lawsuit shortly after he was fired in
2010. Defendants include Las Vegas Sands; Sheldon Adelson, the company’s chairman and CEO; and Sands
China. Jacobs claims he was terminated “for blowing the whistle on improprieties and placing the interests of
shareholders above those of Adelson.”

The latest attempt to remove Gonzalez from the case comes on the heels of a Jan. 12 court hearing related
to the deposition of Adelson’s son-in-law, Patrick Dumont. During his deposition the previous day, Dumont
had refused to answer any questions about contact with Michael Schroeder, the disgraced Connecticut
newspaper owner associated with the Adelson family’s recent purchase of the Las Vegas Review-Journal.
Dumont orchestrated the purchase.

Gonzalez ruled that Dumont’s lawyer had acted”inappropriately” under Nevada law when he directed his
client not to answer questions about whether he had discussed Jacobs or his wrongful termination case with
Schroeder. Dumont’s deposition continued after the Jan. 12 hearing.

Lawyers for Las Vegas Sands included more than a dozen news articles in their recent motion for
disqualification. The articles appeared the previous month in local, national and international publications.

“From at least November 30, 2015, until the present day, this case has been the subject of saturated media
coverage prompted by a change in ownership of the Las Vegas Review-Journal, which has no bearing on the
resolution of Steven C. Jacobs’s claim that he was wrongfully terminated from employment in Macau in July
2010,” according to the motion.

1/2
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Sands lawyers argued that Gonzalez’s comments to the press “have become part of the saturated coverage.”

The recent news coverage, combined with the judge’s recent comments, would lead a “reasonable person” to
believe that she “has a direct, certain, and immediate interest in media coverage of this lawsuit,” according to
the motion.

Sands lawyers also cited Gonzalez’s rulings on the Dumont deposition.

“The court appears interested in learning the answers to the questions that are contested, thus suggesting
the court’s personal interest in the subject matter,” they wrote.

One of Schroeder’s Connecticut newspapers on Nov. 30 published an article that was critical of Gonzalez.
The author of the plagiarized, partially fabricated article was Edward Clarkin, a pseudonym. The article was
published about the same time three RJ reporters were ordered by GateHouse Media, the newspaper’s
former owner, to monitor Gonzalez and two other judges.

In her declaration, filed Friday, Gonzalez acknowledged responding to two media requests for comment
about the RJ’s courtroom monitoring — one from the Review-Journal itself, the other from Time magazine.
She said both publications correctly reflect that she “did not discuss a particular litigant or case.”

The Dec. 18 RJ report said, “When contacted for comment Thursday, Gonzalez said only that she didn’t mind
reporters or anyone else sitting in her courtroom, which is open to the public, but declined to comment further
because the issue involves pending cases.”

The judge specifically denied reading any articles “ostensibly authored by Mr. Clarkin in the Connecticut
papers.”

“I have and will continue to be fair and impartial toward all parties in this case,” Gonzalez wrote.

Las Vegas Sands Corp. spokesman Ron Reese declined comment for this article. Jacobs’ attorney Todd Bice
could not be reached for comment.

The Las Vegas Review-Journal is owned by the family of Sheldon and Miriam Adelson through their
controlling interest in News + Media Capital Group LLC. The Adelsons are majority owners of Las Vegas
Sands Corp.

Contact reporter Carri Geer Thevenot at cgeerreviewjournal.com or 702-384-8710. Find her on Twitter:
@CarriGeer

Copyright ©Las Vegas Review-Journal, Inc. 2016. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy
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Plaintiff alleges ‘improper and unlawful maneuvering’ by Las
Vegas Sands
ByCarri GeerThevenotLas Vegas Review-Journal January22,2016 -lO:45pm

Former Sands China executive Steven Jacobs claims Las Vegas Sands Corp. is trying to “derail” his rights
“through improper and unlawful maneuvering,” which includes the company’s most recent attempt to remove
the judge assigned to his wrongful termination case.

Jacobs filed an emergency motion Wednesday that seeks to prevent Sands lawyers from further delaying the
5-year-old case.

‘The defendants in this action have repeatedly sought to delay this case and have made clear they will do
anything, no matter how lacking in legal support, to try and sabotage Jacobs’ rights to trial,” attorney Todd
Bice wrote in a declaration supporting the motion.

Bice made the comments in response to last week’s attempt by Las Vegas Sands to disqualify District Judge
Elizabeth Gonzalez, who has presided over the case since shortly after its inception. Chief District Judge
David Barker, who has not yet ruled on the motion for disqualification, has indicated he will rule on Jacobs’
new motion by Feb. 4.

Meanwhile, Gonzalez has suspended all hearings in the case, which is set for trial June 27.

When asked for comment, Las Vegas Sands Corp. spokesman Ron Reese pointed to an opposition filing
submitted Friday by the company’s lawyers, who argue that Jacobs’ motion lacks merit. The document also
notes that the Nevada Supreme Court has “repeatedly condemned the practice” of filing a motion to strike
another motion.

Jacobs, former president and CEO of Sands China Ltd., filed the lawsuit shortly after he was fired in 2010. He
ran the Sands China operation for about nine months. Defendants include Las Vegas Sands; Sheldon
Adelsori, the company’s chairman and CEO; and Sands China. Jacobs alleges he was terminated “for
blowing the whistle on improprieties and placing the interests of shareholders above those of Adelson.”

In his declaration, Bice noted that the state’s high court “has denied on three occasions the defendants’
request for reassignment of this case.”

“The defendants are engaged in forum shopping because of their repeated misconduct in these
proceedings,” he wrote.

In its motion last week, Las Vegas Sands cited “recent intensified media coverage of the lawsuit” as one of
the “new grounds” for requesting the judge’s disqualification.

“After years of apparent silence, the court has responded to that media coverage by contributing to the
coverage,” according to the motion. “That participation raises doubts about the court’s impartiality and
objectivity.”

Adelson’s family purchased the Review-Journal on Dec. 10, shortly after three RJ reporters were ordered by

htp/www.reviewjOurnal.Cm/flewS/TaVe9aSIPIalfltlff-alleges-imPrOPer-aUflIaWfilmafleUV&ifl9.IaS-Vega5s31dS 112
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GateHouse Media, the newspaper’s former owner, to monitor Gonzalez and two other judges. The order
came as GateHouse was negotiating the sale of the newspaper and an ongoing management contract with
the Adelson family’s new corporation, News + Media Capital Group LLC. Shortly after the monitoring effort a
newspaper in Connecticut operated by former News + Media manager Michael Schroeder published an
article that was critical of Gonzalez.

Gonzalez has denied having “a bias toward or prejudice against” Las Vegas Sands. She acknowledged
responding to two media requests for comment about the RJ’s courtroom monitoring but said she “did not
discuss a particular litigant or case.

— Contact reporter Carri Geer Thevenot at cgeerreviewjournal.com or 702-384-8710. Find her on Twitter:
@CarGeer.

Copyright ©Las Vegas Review-Journal, Inc. 2016. All rights reserved. • Privacy Policy
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Ajudge said Thursday that biffionaire casino magnate and Las
Vegas newspaper owner Sheldon Adelson can be questioned for up
to 49 hoursbcginning next week by lawyers for a former Macau
casino executive who claims he was wrongly fired in 2010

Al’ Sy KEN RITTER Associated Press
— February 18, 2016 - 9:38 pm EST

A lawyer for former Sands China chief executive Steven Jacobs said
in court that he expects an attempt by Adelson and his lawyers to
disrupt the sworn deposition in an effort to scuttle plans to begin the
long-awaited civil trial June 27. The questioning won’t be in open
court.

‘We will start with Mr. Adelson, and then there will be a blow-up in
an attempt to obstruct this deposition so it cannot be done,” Jacobs’
attorney, Todd Blce, told Clark County District Court Judge Elizabeth
Gonzalez.

Outside court, Bice said he believes it’s clear that Adelson and
lawyers for Las Vegas Sands and Sands China Ltd. want a delay.

Jacobs has also been undergoing days of pretrial questioning by
attorneys for Adelson, Las Vegas Sands Corp. and Sands China Ltd.

Jacobs contends he was fired by Adelson and Las Vegas Sands in an

We also have more stories about:
(click the phrases to see a list)

Category:

Business
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htww.daHyjournal.net/vieW/Stc(yfC43297316e1c14a95d663C979O4e3d1IUSLas-VegaS-SafldslaWSult 1/3

LAS VEGAS — A judge said Thursday that billionaire casino
magnate and Las Vegas newspaper owner Sheldon Adelson can be
questioned for up to 49 hours beginning next week by lawyers for a
former Macau casino executive who claims he was wrongly fired in
2010.
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attempt to cover up improper activities by the company in the
Chinese gambling enclave of Macau.

Adelsori and Sands deny wrongdoing.

Attorneys for Adelson and the companies declined to comment
outside court. A spokesman for Las Vegas Sands didn’t immediately
respond to Bice’s claim about delaying tactics.

There was no talk in the courtroom about a ruling Wednesday by
Chief Clark County District Court Judge David Barker keeping
Gonzalez on the case. But a statement from Sands Las Vegas said
the company will appeal Barker’s ruling to the Nevada Supreme
Court.

It would be the 12th pretrial issue taken to the state high court, and
it also could delay trial if the justices order a halt to proceedings
pending a decision.

The case has also spawned several related cases, including a
defamation claim and a federal lawsuit filed last month by Jacobs.

Attorneys for Las Vegas Sands have argued in the state court case
that Gonzalez should be disqualified for “personal dealings with the
press” and for letting Jacobs’ lawyers make inquiries about the
Adelson family buying the Las Vegas Review-Journal newspaper in
December.

Gonzalez has issued statements denying bias. She filed a document
last week declaring she 5will continue to be fair and impartial toward
all parties in this case.”

The purchase of the Review-Journal came weeks after several
reporters were assigned by then-owners Gatehouse Media LLC to
investigate Gonzalez and two other Las Vegas judges not involved in
Adelson litigation.

No story appeared in the Review-Journal, but a small Connecticut
newspaper headed by an executive affiliated with Gatehouse
published a story about specialized business courts th?t criticized
Gonzalez for “inconsistent” and “contradictory” rulings.

The judge has clashed numerous times with Adelson lawyers in the
Jacobs case.

She sanctioned the legal team last year for “misrepresentations and
lack of candor” and failing to turn over documents. They were
ordered to pay $250,000 to legal charities and cover court costs
incurred by Jacobs in the document battle.

Gonzalez also admonished Adelson during his testimony in open court
last year for not answering a routine question from Jacobs’ lawyers.

The judge told Adelson he didn’t get to argue with her.
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LAS VEGAS SUN
Breaking News: Latest caucus results: Clinton 52-percent. Sanders 48-percent with one-
third of precincts reporting

Adelson family selects former USA Today
publisher to lead R-J
By Daniel Rothberg (contact)

Friday, Jan. 29, 2016 I 2 a.m.

The former publisher of USA Today will lead the Las Vegas Review-Journal, the newspaper announced
Thursday.

Craig A. Moon, the R-J’s new publisher, said in an interview that he would work for the company backed by
family members of casino magnate Sheldon Adelson and his wife, Miriam, who purchased the newspaper
last month.

Moon, who led Gannett’s flagship publication for six years before retiring in 2009, said he would oversee
both the news and editorial staffs, but that there would be a separation between news and opinion operations
to ensure unbiased reporting. He said he did not believe the Adelson family wanted to interfere with the
news.

“I have met with the family multiple times,” Moon said. “Their interest has been strictly along the lines of:
‘We think this newspaper has been better than it is today. And we would like to make it better.”

He added that the paper, which is hiring for several positions, would invest in investigative reporting and
data-driven journalism. He said he planned to start the process of building a “world-class new media
company.” The paper expects to name an editor in less than two weeks, Moon added.

The sale of the R-J in December was shrouded in secrecy for several days before members of the Adelson
family confirmed they had purchased the paper and related publications for $140 million.

Almost immediately, newsroom staffers raised concerns about interference from Adelson. Those concerns
were only heightened after the paper reported that a consultant for the ownership’s limited-liability company
had published an article in his Connecticut paper critical of a judge handling a case involving Adelson’s
business interests. The article was bylined by an author who appeared not to exist.

They also expressed concerns about GateHouse Media, the former owner. GateHouse Media employees had
assigned three R-J reporters to monitor judges. One of the judges who the ret,orters monitored was
presiding over the Adelson case.

The R-J’s outgoing publisher, Jason Taylor, is a GateHouse Media employee.

htMasvegassuncorn/news/2016’]anf29/adelson-family-selects-former-usa-today-publisher/ lie
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Unlike Taylor, Moon will work directly for the new ownership, which is organized under a limited-liability
company backed by family members of Adelson, the chairman and CEO of Las Vegas Sands Corp.

“It’s up to me to manage the properties,” Moon said.

Although the newspaper still has a management agreement with GateHouse Media, Moon expects it to
morph over time into a services agreement, as he evaluates the different resources GateHouse provides.

He cited two examples of this shifting arrangement. One was the decision, before he took control, for the R
3 to bring back its internal design and copy-editing teams rather than outsourcing them to GateHouse. A
second example he cited was his appointment, saying the owners wanted to install their own publisher.

Some of the services GateHouse might provide could be accounting, payroll or a circulation system.

Moon already exercised his authority Thursday by removing a disclosure on the paper’s third page, next to
its masthead, that outlined the Adelsons’ interests in everything from Sands to a local private school.

“I thought that was overkill,” Moon said.

He argued that most newspaper owners have other fmancial interests and do not disclose them every day. He
rattled off a list that included Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos, who owns the Washington Post, and Glen Taylor, a
former Republican legislator who owns the Minnesota Timberwolves and the Minneapolis Star-Tribune. On
a case-by-case basis, the paper will keep posting disclosures on stories related to Adelson.

“What we’re looking for is a news report that is accurate, that is fully vetted and is fair,” said Moon, who
worked at Gannett for nearly 30 years. “When we have stories that have a perceived interest for the Adelson
family or for the Sands• or for any of their other entities, we will put on a disclosure.”

But he fully anticipates that the Adelson family will express its opinions on the editorial page. As owners,
they can express their views on that page, he said, noting the family’s strong opinions on many subjects.

“We’re going to portray those opinions,” Moon said.

In addition to USA Today, Moon was publisher of four other papers in the Gannett chain, including the
Tennessean and the Arkansas Gazette.

In a news release Thursday, Moon called the R-J role “an exciting opportunity.”

“I understand that ownership transitions can create questions among staff and readers alike,” Moon said in
the statement. “I intend to answer these questions with my actions — actions that will demonstrate my
commitment to the R-J, to the people who work here, and to the community we all serve.”

Under a joint-operating agreement, the Las Vegas Sun is distributed with the R-J and receives a portion of
its advertising revenue. But the Sun and R-J are separately owned and operated.
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More photos>>
AP Headlines
Calendar
20 Sat
21 Sun
22 Mon
2 Tue
24 Wed

Las Vegas Aloha Run
Floyd Lamb Park at Tule Springs I 8 a.m.

Black History Month Festival
Srins Preserve 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

For the Love of Art Gala and Silent Auction
Downtown Container Park I noon to 4 p.m.
All events on Saturday >>

Locally owned and independent since 1950; Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Public
Service, best news website in the nation & DuPont Award for broadcast journalism

© Las Vegas Sun, 2016, All Rights Reserved
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Gonzalez to continue on Jacobs lawsuit against Las Vegas
Sands
By Carri Geer Thevenot Las Vegas Review-Journal January 29,2016 - 3:03pm

Clark County District Judge Elizabeth.Gonzalez will retain control over a civil case involving a Sands China
executive who was fired in 2010, the court’s chief judge ruled Friday.

The ruling by Chief District Judge David Barker follows a Jan. 13 motion by defendant Las Vegas Sands Corp
to disqualify Gonzalez. It was the latest of several attempts to remove Gonzalez from the long-running case.

“Defendant presents no evidence Judge Gonzalez has actual bias or implied bias either in favor of or against
any party to this action,” Barker wrote in Friday’s six-page order.

In its motion, Las Vegas Sands cited ‘recent intensified media coverage of the lawsuit” as one of the “new
grounds” for requesting the judge’s disqualification.

“After years of apparent silence, the court has responded to that media coverage by contributing to the
coverage,” according to the motion. “That participation raises doubts about the court’s impartiality and
objectivity.”

Gonzalez responded with a declaration in which she denied “a bias toward or prejudice against” Las Vegas
Sands.

Meanwhile, Gonzalez suspended all hearings in the case until Barker ruled on the matter. A trial is scheduled
to begin June 27.

“We are surprised and very disappointed that Judge Barker denied our motion to disqualify Judge Gonzalez
before we had even had an opportunity to address the statements made in her affidavit — which was the
affidavit he ultimately used to deny our motion,” Las Vegas Sands spokesman Ron Reese said in a
statement. V

Steven Jacobs, former president and CEO of Sands China Ltd., filed the wrongful termination lawsuit shortly
after he was fired after nine months as the head of the company’s operations in China. Defendants include
Las Vegas Sands; Sheldon Adelson, the company’s chairman and CEO; and Sands China. Jacobs claims he
was terminated “for blowing the whistle on improprieties and placing the interests of shareholders above
those of Adelson.”

In November, the Nevada Supreme Court also rejected a request to assign the case to a different judge.

The latest attempt to remove Gonzalez came on the heels of a Jan. 12 court hearing related to the deposition
of Adelson’s son-in-law, Patrick Dumont. During his deposition the previous day, Dumont had refused to
answer any questions about contact with Michael Schroeder, the disgraced Connecticut newspaper owner
associated with the Adelson family’s recent purchase of the Las Vegas Review-Journal. Dumont orchestrated
the purchase.

Gonzalez ruled that Dumont’s lawyer had acted “inappropriately” under Nevada law when he directed his

httpiMww.reviewjournal.com/newsllas-vegaslgonzalez-continue-jacobs-lawsuit-agairist-las-vegas-sands 1/2
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client not to answer questions about whether he had discussed Jacobs or his wrongful termination case with
Schroeder. Dumont’s deposition continued after the Jan. 12 hearing, but his answers to questions that day
have not been made public.

Lawyers for Las Vegas Sands included more than a dozen news articles in their recent motion for
disqualification. The articles appeared the previous month in local, national and international publications.

“From at least November 30, 2015, until the present day, this case has been the subject of saturated media
coverage prompted by a change in ownership of the Las Vegas Review-Journal, which has no bearing on the
resolution of Steven C. Jacobs’s claim that he was wrongfully terminated from employment in Macau in July
2010,” according to the motion.

Sands lawyers argued that Gonzalez’s comments to the press “have become part of the saturated coverage.”

Adelson’s family purchased the Review-Journal on Dec. 10 through its Delaware-domiciled News + Media
Capital Group.

The recent news coverage, combined with the judge’s recent comments, would lead a “reasonable person” to
believe that she “has a direct, certain, and immediate interest in media coverage of this lawsuit,” according to
the motion.

One of Schroeders Connecticut newspapers on Nov. 30 published an article that was critical of Gonzalez.
The author of the plagiarized, partially fabricated article was Edward Clarkin, a pseudonym. The article was
published about the same time three RJ reporters were ordered by GateHouse Media, the newspaper’s
former owner, to monitor Gonzalez and two other judges.

Gonzalez has acknowledged responding to two media requests for comment about the RJ’s courtroom
monitoring but said she “did not discuss a particular litigant or case.” In one instance, she said only that she’s
accustomed to having reporters in her courtroom.

According to Friday’s order, Las Vegas Sands failed “to establish sufficient factual grounds warranting
disqualification.”

“This court finds that a reasonable person knowing all the facts would not harbor reasonable doubts about
Judge Gonzalez’s impartiality with respect to any issues raised in defendant’s motion,” Barker wrote.

On Jan. 20, Jacobs filed an emergency motion that sought to prevent Sands lawyers from further delaying his
case. In it, he accused Las Vegas Sands of trying to “derail” his rights “through improper and unlawful
maneuvering.”

Attorney Todd Bice, who represents Jacobs, could not be reached Friday.

Contact reporter Carri Geer Thevenot at cgeer@reviewjournal.com or 702-384-8710. Find her on Twitter:

@CarriGeer

Copyright ©Las Vegas Review-Journal, Inc. 2016. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy
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Las Vegas Sands Fight Taken to Federal Court
ByMIXEHEUER

Like tweet j G+l Shsremle

LAS VEGAS (CM) - Las Vegas Sands subsidiary Venetian Macau fired its interim president for placing
shareholders interests ahead of Sheldon Asielson’s and to retaliate forhis whistleblowing, Steven Jacobs
claims in Federal Court

In his Friday lawsuit, Jacobs accuses Venetian Macau olftring him for “blowing the whistle on
improprieties and placing the interest of shareholders above those of Adelson.”

Jacobs has a pending wrongful termination lawsuit in state court against Adelson and Las Vegas Sands,
hut, “because Las Vegas Sands has sought to avoid its obligations and wvongdoings by pointing the finger at Venetian Macau,” Jacobs said,
he also sued Venetian Macau,

The new lawsuit largely repeats from the Clark Counts case. Jscobs claims Las Vegas Sands faced serious financial problems in 2008
thatwere exacerbated by infighting between principal shareholder.Adelson and Sands’ management

He says Sands board members and senior execntivea “internally expressed concern over Adelson’s oftentimes erratic behavior,” and that
“Adelaon’s behavior had become so corrosive that aome government officials in Macau ... were no longer willing to even meet with
Adelson.’

A fact-finding tour indicated that Adelson had ‘burned many bridges in Macau,” and a confrontation between Adelson and then-Macau
CEO Edmund Ho was mentioned many times, Jacobs says,

Ho told Sands executives that “while Adelson bad done much to improve Macau’a economic fortunes, the time had come for him to
spend more time with his faintly and leave the company’s operations to others,” Jacobs says in the complaint

“Translated into blunt businessman’s terms: Adeluon needed to retire,” Jacobs says,
He claims thatAdelson “paralyzed management” at Las Vegas Sands, forced the removal of former i’restdent and COO William

Weidner, and delayed the Sands’ timely access to capital markets, triggering several emergency transactions to raise money in 2008 and
2009.

Jacobs says Adelaon profited greatly from the delays by charging Las Vegas Sands a “hefty price, obtaining convertible senior notes,
preferred shares, and warrants” that later enabled Adelson to “reap a staggering windfall as a result of these highly favorable, for him,
financing terms.” -

“Convenienii Adelaon was the principal beneficiary, to lisa detriment of all other shareholders, of the vely financial calamity he helped
create,’ Jacobs says.

.Jacoba says he entered a “poisonous environment’ when he went to work for Venetian Macau in 2009, in charge of restructuring Las
Vegas Sands’ financial and other operations in Macau.

Jacobs started working for Las Vegas Sands in August 2009, and was fired In July soto to “cover up a host of improper activities,’ and
the Sands is trying to shift responsibility for his wrongful termination from Las Vegas Sands to Venetian Macau, he says in the new lawsuit

To cover their tracks, Jacobs says, Adelson snd a Sands executive fabricated reasons for his firms, printed them on Venetisn Macau
letterhead and sent them t Jacobs weeks after he was fired. -

tie says Las Vegas Sands shares performed very well wbil he was in charge of its Macau operations, with its share price rising from
$1.70 in March 2009 to more than $28 per share in July 2010.

Jacobs says Las Vegas Sands officials credit him with rescuing the company, but Adelson fired him anyway.
“Adelson would make sure tlsatJacoba was cheated out of what he was owed, a practice that Adelson has honed in dealing with many

executives and companies that refused to do as Adelson demanded,” Jacobs says in the lawsuit.
Jacobs seeks damages for breach of contract, with interest,

His attorney Todd Bice was not available by telephone Sunday night, nor was Las Vegas Sands Vice Presideot Ron Reese.
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A former executive in casino magnate Sheldon Adelson’s empire is
taking the legal fight over his 2010 dismissal as head of operations
in the Chinese enclave of Macau to federal court in Nevada

By KEN RITTER Associated Press
February 09, 2016 - 3:41 pm EST

LAS VEGAS — A former executive in billionaire casino magnate
Sheldon Adelson’s empire is asking a federal court in Nevada to rule
on a continuing legal fight over his 2010 dismissal as head of
operations in the Chinese gambling enclave of Macau.

A lawsuit filed Jan. 29 in U.S. District Court in Las Vegas seeks a jury
trial and unspecified damages on the question of whether former
Sands China Ltd. CEO Steven Jacobs was hired In 2009 as an
employee of Las Vegas Sands Corp. or was responsible to a corporate
subsidiary, Venetian Macau Ltd.

Determining who Jacobs reported to is fundamental for Jacobs’
contention that he was fired by Adelson and Las Vegas Sands ‘in an
attempt to cover up a host of improper activities which Jacobs has
outlined in other litigation and to government regulators,’ according
to the federal court filing.

The question is also central to a fight over whether Jacobs’ wrongful
termination claim can be heard in Nevada.

Las Vegas Sands spokesman Ron Reese said Tuesday the same
question was raised before, and dismissed, in a Nevada state court
lawsuit the two sides have been fighting since 2010.

The case has also been appealed several times to the Nevada
Supreme Court. It has spawned several related cases, including a
defamation claim.

Reese characterized Jacobs’ legal move as “procedural sleight of
hand,” and he said Venetian Macau Ltd. will address it in federal
court.

The response echoed a complaint last year by Jacobs’ attorneys, led

_________________________________

by James Pisanelli and Todd Bice, that efforts by company lawyers in
state court to show a clear divide between the Las Vegas Sands and
Sands China were “sleight of hand.” We also have more stones about:

(click the phrases to see a list)

Jacobs’ lawyers accuse Las Vegas Sands of trying to shift
Cate o

responsibility in the case to Venetian Macau Ltd. to shield Adelson g

and Las Vegas Sands from liability. . Nevada

Bice and Pisanelli didn’t immediately respond Tuesday to messages. subjects:

Consumer orociucts and services
Sands Las Vegas IS appealing Clark County District Court Judge

. coroorate Ieoal affairs

htww.dthiyjcurnaLnelNiew1stod87a319bb3d407Ca24333b7648b/NV_LaS-VegaS-SafldS-Federal-laWSUit 1/2
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Elizabeth Gonzalez’s ruling last year that because decisions about Coroorate news
Jacobs’ employment were made in Las Vegas, state courts have
jurisdiction. GOVm5rt and Dolitics

Industries

Adelson, 82, insisted during four sàmetlmes contentious days of Judiciary

testimony last year that he had no day-to-day role overseeing the : :ao!scompany’s Macau operations.
• State governments

Sands China is a subsidiary of Las Vegas Sands Corp. Adelson is CEO Places:
of both. All are being sued by Jacobs.

Adelson. also is a prominent donor to Republican Party campaigns, East Asia

and Adelson family members bought the Las Vegas Review-Journal
newspaper in December.

Think your friends should see this? Share it with them!
• Nevada

Follow Daily Journal:

Like Shere Sign Up to see what your friends Ike.

Story copyright 2016 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may
not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.

Feedback, Corrections and Other Requests: AP welcomes feedback and
comments from readers. Send an email to lnfo@ap.org and it will be forwarded to
the appropriate editor or reporter.

All aeotenl: jiohI: A21i16 Daily )ournal, ui4 do el AiM Media iudiara unless cLhorwis nuemi.
Alt lIphia ram-see. Pevacy policy.
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Casino Magnate Adelson Facing 49
Hours Of Pretrial Questions

Feb 79, 2016 by Associated Press

LAS VEGAS (AP) — A judge says billionaire casino magnate and Las Vegas
newspaper owner Sheldon Adetson can be questioned for up to 49 hours
beginning next week by lawyers for a former Macau casino executive who
claims he was wrongly fired in 2010.

There was no talk in a Las Vegas courtroom Thursday about a ruling by Chief
Clark County District Court Judge David Barker leaving Judge Elizabeth
Gonzalez on the case filed by former Sands China chief executive Steven
Jacobs.

Las Vegas Sands Corp. says it’ll appeal Barker’s ruling to the Nevada Supreme
Court, which has already decided 11 pretrial issues in the case.

Jacobs has been undergoing days of questioning by attorneys for Adelson, Las
Vegas Sands and Sands China Ltd. ahead of trial, which is scheduled to begin
June 27.

More from: News, Newscast headlines, Nevada & the Southwest, Las Vegas,
Business, sheldon adelson, lawsuit, wrongful termination, las vegas sands,
macau, steven jacobs, more news

© All Rights Reserved. I Privacy Policy
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Sands Doubles Down to Kick Judge Off
Ex-Macau Chiefs Case

Edvard Pettersson

edpettersson
February 10, 2016— 5:35 PM PST
Lr1,dated on February 11, 2016 — 1:48 PM PST

) Judge talked to media about unusual, scrutiny by Adeison paper

> Chiefjustice earlier denied Sandsrequest as ‘unpersuasiv&

Las Vegas Sands Corp. renewed its effort to disqualify a Nevada judge from overseeing a case brought by
the casino operator’s former chief executive officer in Macau, saying she has shown “outright hostility” to
the company.

Nevada DistTict Judge Elizabeth Gonzalez was assigned to the case when it was filed in 2010 by the ex

Macau executive, Steven Jacobs. He claims he was wrongfully fired after clashing with Sheldon Adelson,

the company’s chairman and controlling shareholder, over what he said were “outrageous” demands to

pursue illegal and illegitimate ends. That included using “improper” leverage on overnment officials in the

gambling enclave.

The dispute is headed toward a trial set for June.

Gonzalez made the news in December when the Las Vegas Review-Journal, acquired that month by

Adelson ‘s ‘family, revealed that its reporters had been sent to her courtroom to monitor her as she handled

non-newsworthy cases.

Review-Journal reporters had been dispatched in November to monitor three judges, including Gonzalez for

two weeks, the newspaper said Dec. 18. None of the reporters’ observations ended up getting published,

according to the newspaper. The $140 mi1lon sale of the newspaper closed Dec. 10.

Request Rejected

The company was rebuffed last month when the court’s chiefjustice, without conducting a hearing, denied

113
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a request by Sands to disqualify Gonzalez. According to the casino operator, the judge had “intetjected”
herself into the media coverage of Adelson’s acquisition of the local newspaper by talking to a Review-

Journal reporter and Time magazine about the unusual coverage of her courtroom.

Gonzalez defended herself in a Jan. 15 court filing.

She said in a written declaration that her rulings “have been the result of critical legal. and factual analysis
based upon extensive evidentiary proceedings, motion practice, and the written and oral comments of

counsel, and not the result of personal bias in favor of any party,”

ChiefDistrict Court Judge David Barker said in his Jan. 29 decision that Sands was “unpersuasive” in

arguing that Gonzalez’s conduct raised reasonable doubts about her impartiality.

‘Outright Hostility’

In its new request Tuesday to have Gonzalez taken off the case, Sands accused her of a “complete absence
of neutrality,” a pattern of “disparate treatment of the parties” and “outright hostility.” Sands also said a key
hearing last year amounted to a “show trial” because Gonzalez didn’t allow the company to present

evidence or witnesses.

Jacobs’s 2010 suit had been tied up for five years during a fight over whether a Las Vegas court is the

proper venue for his claims against Sands China Ltd.

Gonzalez finally ruled last year that the case could proceed in Nevada, following numerous conflicts over

what evidence Sands had to provide to Jacobs, sanctions on the company for not providing the evidence,

and repeat trips by Sands to the Nevada Supreme Court to challenge Gonzalez’s rulings.

Adelson has denied Jacobs’s allegations, including the claim that he ordered the former CEO to investigate

the business and fmanciai affairs of Macau officials. He has accused Jacobs of commissioning the

investigations on his own. Sands has said Jacobs was fired for working on unauthorized deals and violating

company policy.

The case is Jacobs v. Las Vegas Sands Coip., A-10-627691-B, Nevada District Court, Clark County (Las

Vegas).

Before it’s here, it’s on the Bloomberg Terminal.

http://www.bloomberg.conh/neWS/aFtiCIeS/2016-02-1 1/sands-renews-bid-to-disqualify-judge-in-ex-macau-chief-s-oase .
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Why Did Sheldon Adelson Buy Nevada’s Biggest
Paper?
A fake reporter, an editors departure, and the many unanswered questions dogging the Las Vegas-
Review Journal.

By Russ Choma and Madison Pauly I Tue Feb. 16, 2016 6:00 AM EST

Social Title:

Why did Sheldon Adelson buy Nevad&s biggest paper?

Social Dek:

A fake reporter, an editor’s departure, and the many unanswered questions dogging the <I>Las Vegas-

Review Journal</i>.

In December, journalists at the Las Vegas Review-Journal were told that their paper had been sold—and

that they wouldn’t be told who the new owners were.

The move touched off a nationwide guessing game, with speculation soon turning to local billionaire

Sheldon Adelson [1]. At first, the casino magnate rebuffed questions, before finally confirming his

involvement. -

That put an end to that mystery, but plenty of others surrounding the sale remain: How did a group of

Review-Journal reporters end up tasked with an unorthodox investigation into a local judge trying a case

vital to Adelson? And how did an article critical of that judge end up running in a Connecticut newspaper

under a fake name?

But the most important question of all is why, exactly, did the political megadonor made the purchase?

His family maintains it was an investment, but hardly anyone would argue the American newspaper

industry is a safe financial bet in 2016. Was it to push his agenda in the 2016 presidential race? Or was it

to take control of a local watchdog that has often been an irritant?

Adelson and his company, Las Vegas Sands, are major players in the city’s economy and politics, and

since the mogul purchased the Review-Journal, the paper has wrestled with how to fairly cover its owner

and disclose his many interests. Read all about it below, and make sure read our accompanying cover

http/iwww.motherjones,COm/priflt/296081 1/11
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story on Adelson [11, too:

Why Did Sheldon Adelson Buy Nevadas Bggest Paper?

An emissary quietly approaches [2] GateHouse Media, the owners of the 106-year-

old daily Las Vegas Review-Journal, on behalf of Sheldon Adelson.

News + Media Capital Group forms as a Delaware corporation. The paperwork [3]

lists Michael Schroeder, the publisher of a small chain of Connecticut newspapers,

as the company’s manager. It will be three months until Adelson admits his family

controls the company.

Schroeder offers a freelance reporter $5,000 to write an article on Nevada judges for

one of his Connecticut papers. During the meeting, Schroeder mentions Adelson’s

September name and provides a 40-page “dossier” of court documents and newspaper clips.

The reporter turns down the assignment, later telling the Huf’fIngton Post [4] that it

sounded too unorthodox.

A GateHouse executive calls a top editor at the Sarasota Herald-Tribune, another

http:IAvww.motherjones.com!pr1nt1296081 2111

Spring

2015

September

21

David Becker/Zuma Press
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Early Gatellouse paper, with a story tip involving Las Vegas judges. The editor refuses to

November have his reporters investigate. “We just didn’t have the resources,” he later j_d [5].

“There were too many questions that still needed to get resolved.”

November

4

November

6

December

1

The Nevada Supreme Court denies [6] Adelson’s push to have Judge Elizabeth

Gonzalez removed from former Sands executive Steve Jacobs’ wrongful-

termination lawsuit [7] against Adelson. Gonzalez had clashed with Adelson when

he refused to answer questions on the stand: “Sir, you don’t get to argue with me,”

she said. “Do you understand that?”

Over editors’ protests, GateHouse orders a group ofReview-Journal reporters to

drop everything and investigate several Las Vegas judges. [5] The reporters

eventually file 15,000 words of notes on three judges, including Gonzalez.

While none of the team’s reporting ever appears in the Review-Journal, two small

Connecticut papers owned by Schroeder publish an article [8] under the byline of

Edward Clarkin that excoriates Gonzalez’s handling of the Adelson case.

http:f/www.motherja1es.cornIPrInt/26081 3/11
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GateHouse sells the Review-Journal to News + Media Capital Group for j4

miffion [9]. The price is two to three times the paper’s estimated value, driving

December speculation that Adelson is the purchaser. Schroeder tells the newsroom that the

10 new owners “want you to focus on your jobs.. Don’t worry about who they are.”

That night, according to the Huffington Post [10], publisher Jason Taylor stops the

presses as an article on the sale is revised to deemphasize questions about the

mystery buyer.

Adelson sits in the front section as his Venetian resort hosts a Republican
December

15
presidential debate. He denies [11] to CNN’s Brian Stelter that he’s bought the

paper, saying he has “no personal interest.”

Adelson and his family are finally revealed as the Review-Journal’s new owners but

insist in an open letter [2] that they always intended to come forward and had
December

16
bought the paper as an mvestment with no plans to meddle in its management.

Despite these assurances, Taylor requires reporters and editors to get approval

before covering Adelson or the sale.

The Review-Journal publishes an article [5] detailing how its reporters were tasked

with the judiôial investigation. The article also explores ties between Schroeder, the
December newspaper group’s manager, and the Edward Clarkin article slamming Gonzalez. It
18 notes that Clarkin’s byline previously only appeared as a restaurant reviewer.

After five years on the job, the Review-Journal’s top editor accepts [121 a buyout
December offer;’citing concerns about the new ownership.
22

The Hartford Courant reports [13] it can’t find anyone named “Edward Clarkin”

httpi/www.motherjcess.com/print/296081 4/11
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in Connecticut, and that sources quoted in his article say they’ve never heard of him.

The Courant also reports that major passages [14] in the Clarkin article are “nearly

identical to work that previously appeared in other publications.” Another

Connecticut journalist tweets [15] that Schroeder’s middle name is Edward and his

mother’s maiden name is Clarkin.

Schroeder is removed [16] from his post overseeing the Review-Journal. “It just

seemed like the right thing to do under the circumstances,” an Adelson spokesman

later says. “I’ll leave it at that.”

The Review-Journa1 managers bring in an adviser [17] to work out guidelines for

covering Adelson’s many interests. An editor Iive-tweets [18] the contentious

meeting. “You’ve got to ease up here just a little,” the adviser says, “so everyone

doesn’t blow their cork.”

Michael Schroeder publishes a note to readers [19], taking “full responsibility” for

the Clarkin article, which he says failed to meet his papers’ standards, and

conceding that the byline was a pseudonym.

hUp/Aww.motherJones.com/p41nt/296O81 &i i

2120/201B

December

23
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January 4,

2016
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 APPENDIX TO PETITION FOR WRIT OF PROHIBITION OR 
MANDAMUS RE ORDERS DENYING MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 

JUDGE ELIZABETH GONZALEZ WITHOUT A HEARING 
CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX 

Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
08/26/2011 Order Granting Petition for Writ 

of Mandamus I PA1 – 4 

06/28/2012 Transcript:  Hearing to Set 
Time for Evidentiary Hearing I PA5-45 

08/23/2012 Minute Order re Motion for 
Protective Order I PA46 

09/12/2012 Transcript:  Court's Sanction 
Hearing – Day 3 I PA47-227

 
09/14/2012 Sanctions Order I PA228-36
12/06/2012 Transcript: Motion for Protective 

Order I and II PA237-95

12/18/2012 Transcript: Motion for Protective 
Order II PA296-333

01/08/2013 Sands China's Report on its 
Compliance with Court's Ruling 
of December 18, 2012

II 
PA334-94

01/16/2013 Order regarding Sands China's 
Motion for Protective Order and 
Jacobs' Motion for NRCP 37 
Sanctions 

II 

PA395-97

02/28/2013 Transcript: Plaintiff's Renewed 
Motion for NRCP 37 Sanctions II PA398-466

03/14/2013 Transcript: Defendants' Motion 
for Oral Argument II PA467-483

03/27/2013 Order regarding Plaintiff Steven 
Jacobs' Renewed Motion for 
NRCP 37 Sanctions on OST

II 
PA484-87

04/09/2013 Transcript: Defendants' Motion 
to Seal 

II and 
III

PA488-509

07/29/2014 Transcript: Sands China's 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
on Personal Jurisdiction

III 
PA510-72

08/07/2014 Order Denying Petition – 2nd 
Writ re March Order III PA573-85
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Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
08/14/2014 Transcript: Motions III PA586-631
09/02/2014 Transcript: Defendants' Motion 

to Establish Protocol III PA632-59

10/09/2014 Transcript: Plaintiff's Motion for 
Release of Documents from 
Advanced Discovery and 
Motion on Deficient Privilege 
Log 

III 

PA660-706

12/02/2014 Transcript: Motion for 
Reconsideration III PA707-37

12/11/2014 Transcript: Defendants' Motion 
for Partial Reconsideration of 
November 5, 2014 Order

IV 
PA738-47

01/06/2015 Transcript: Motions re Vickers 
Report and plaintiffs' Motion for 
Setting of Evidentiary Hearing

IV 
PA748-847

02/06/2015 Defendants' Reply in support of 
Emergency Motion to Quash 
Subpoenas and for Protective 
Order on OST

IV 

PA848-56

02/06/2015 Plaintiff Steven C. Jacobs' Brief 
on Sanctions for February 9, 2015 
Evidentiary Hearing 

IV  
PA857-80

02/09/2015 Bench Brief regarding Service 
Issues IV PA881-915

02/12/2015 Transcript: Evidentiary Hearing 
re Motion for Sanctions Day 4

IV and 
V

PA916-1058

02/26/2015 Transcript: Motions to Dismiss 
Third Amended Complaint V PA1059-1122

03/03/2015 Transcript: Hearing re Motion 
for Sanctions Day 6 (Closing 
Arguments) 

V and 
VI 

PA1123-1292

03/06/2015 Decision and Order VI PA1293-1333
03/17/2015 Expedited Motion for 

Clarification and Limited Added 
Jurisdictional Discovery on OST

VI 
PA1334-54

03/19/2015 Transcript: Motions VI PA1355-1430
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Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
03/27/2015 Order Denying Sand China's 

Motion to Stay Court's March 6, 
2015 Decision and Order

VI 
PA1431-32

07/22/2015 Transcript: Telephone 
Conferences VI PA1433-52

09/18/2015 Fifth Amended Complaint VI PA1453-73
10/05/2015 Sands China's Motion to Compel 

Plaintiff to Execute Medical 
Release Authorization and 
Request for Copy of Tax Return 
Forms 

VII 

PA1474-95

10/22/2015 Jacobs' Opposition to Sands 
China's Motion to Compel 
Plaintiff to Execute Medical 
Release Authorizations and 
Request for Copy of Tax Return 
Forms 

VII 

PA1496-1523

10/29/2015 Sands China's Reply in Support 
of Its Motion to Compel Plaintiff 
to Execute Medical Release 
Authorization and Request for 
Copy of Tax Return Forms

VII 

PA1524-29

11/04/2015 Order Granting in Part and 
Denying in Part Petition for Writ 
Relief (Docket 68265), Granting 
Petition for Writ Relief (Docket 
68275) and Denying Petition for 
Writ Relief (Docket 68309)

VII 

PA1530-38

11/05/2015 Transcript:  Hearing on 
Motions  VII PA1539-77

12/01/2015 Order Granting in Part Motion 
to Compel Plaintiff to Execute 
Medical Release Authorization 
and Request for Copy of Tax 
Return Forms

VII 

PA1578-79
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Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
12/04/2015 Jacobs' Motion to Reconsider 

and Amend or, Alternatively to 
Stay Order Granting in Part 
Motion to Compel Plaintiff to 
Execute Medical Release 
Authorization

VII 

PA1580-90

12/04/2015 Defendant Sands China, Ltd.'s 
Motion for Order to Show Cause 
Why Plaintiff Steven C. Jacobs 
Should Not Be Held in 
Contempt of Court and to 
Compel Execution of Medical 
Records Release Authorization 
and Production of Tax Returns 
on Order Shortening Time 

VII 

PA1591-1631

12/14/2015 Plaintiff Steven Jacobs' 
Opposition to Defendant Sands 
China's Motion for Order to 
Show Cause Why Plaintiff 
should not be held in Contempt 
of Court  

VII 

PA1632-41

12/17/2015 Transcript: Plaintiff's Motion to 
Reconsider or Amend Order and 
Defendants' Motions to Maintain 
Confidentiality and for Order to 
Show Cause 

VII 

PA1642-1708

12/24/2015 Transcript: Defendants' Motion 
for Protective Order and 
Scheduling Conference

VII 
and 
VIII

PA1709-68

01/05/2016 Transcript: Motion for Protective 
Order re Patrick Dumont and 
Scheduling Conference

VIII 
PA1769-1877

01/07/2016 Transcript: Motions to Compel 
and for Protective Order VIII PA1878-1914

01/12/2016 Transcript: Motions VIII 
and IX

PA1915-70

01/12/2016 Minutes of Motion Hearing IX PA1971-74
01/12/2016 CD of JAVS Record of February 

12, 2016 Hearing  IX PA1974A
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Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
01/13/2016 Las Vegas Sands' Motion for 

Disqualification IX  PA1975-2094

01/13/2016 Non-Party Patrick Dumont's 
Motion to Transfer Issue IX PA2095-2204

01/14/2016 Errata to Non-Party Patrick 
Dumont's Motion to Transfer 
Issue 

X 
PA2205-11

01/15/2016 Declaration of Elizabeth 
Gonzalez X PA2212-32

01/19/2016 Motion to Compel Plaintiff to 
Sign Consent to Transfer 
Personal Data Otherwise 
Protected by the MPDPA

X  

PA2233-54

01/20/2016 Jacobs' Emergency Motion to 
Strike Untimely Affidavit for 
Cause 

X 
PA2255-60

01/22/2016 LVSC's Opposition to Jacobs' 
Emergency Motion to Strike X PA2261-89

01/29/2016 Minute Order Resetting Matters 
Taken Off Calendar X  PA2290 

01/29/2016 Order Denying Las Vegas Sands' 
Motion for Disqualification  X PA2291-96

02/01/2016 Jacobs' Opposition to Motion for 
Transfer of Issue – Redacted X  PA2297-2304

02/01/2016 Jacobs' Opposition to Motion for 
Transfer of Issue Unredacted – 
Filed Under Seal

XIII 
PA2297S-
2304S to 
2304S-jj 

02/04/2016 Minute Order: In Camera 
Review of Medical Records X  PA2305 

02/04/2016 Jacobs' Notice of Submission of 
Medical Records for in Camera 
Review  

X 
PA2306-10

02/05/2016 Jacobs' Opposition to Motion to 
Compel Plaintiff to Sign Consent 
to Transfer Personal Data 
Otherwise Protected by the 
MPDPA – Redacted

X 

PA2311-18
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Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
02/05/2016 Jacobs' Opposition to Motion to 

Compel Plaintiff to Sign Consent 
to Transfer Personal Data 
Otherwise Protected by the 
MPDPA Unredacted – Filed 
Under Seal 

XIII 

PA2311S-
2318S to 
2318S-ww 

02/09/2016 Las Vegas Sands' Motion for 
Withdrawal and 
Reconsideration of Order 
Prematurely Denying its Motion 
to Disqualify Judge

X 

PA2319-64

02/10/2016 Non-Party Patrick Dumont's 
Reply In Support of his Motion 
to Transfer Issue

X 
PA2365-81

02/11/2016 Sands China's Reply in Support 
Motion to Compel Plaintiff to 
Sign Consent to Transfer 
Personal Data Otherwise 
Protected by the MPDPA 

X 

PA2382-89

02/12/2016 Declaration of Elizabeth 
Gonzalez 

X and 
XI

PA2390-2632

02/12/2016 Request for Hearing XI PA2633-36
  Number Not Used PA2637 
02/15/2016 Plaintiff Steven Jacobs' 

Opposition to Las Vegas Sands' 
Motion for Withdrawal and 
Reconsideration Without 
Exhibits – Redacted

XI 

PA2638-51

02/15/2016 Plaintiff Steven Jacobs' 
Opposition to Las Vegas Sands' 
Motion for Withdrawal and 
Reconsideration – Without 
Exhibits Unredacted – Filed 
Under Seal  

XIII 

PA2638S-
2651S 

02/16/2016 Declaration of Leslie Abramson XI PA2652-63
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Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
02/16/2016 Las Vegas Sands' Reply to 

Declaration of Elizabeth 
Gonzalez and in Support of 
Motion to Withdraw January 29 
Order 

XI 

PA2664-75

02/17/2016 Order Denying Las Vegas Sands' 
Motion for Withdrawal and 
Reconsideration or in the 
Alternative Request for a Stay of 
Ten Business Days

XI 

PA2676-2681

02/18/2016 Transcript: Motions XI and 
XII

PA2682-2725

02/20/2016 Compilation of New Coverage 
from January 13 – February 20, 
2016 

XII 
PA2726-2814
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APPENDIX TO PETITION FOR WRIT OF PROHIBITION OR 
MANDAMUS RE ORDERS DENYING MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 

JUDGE ELIZABETH GONZALEZ WITHOUT A HEARING 
ALPHABETICAL INDEX 

 
Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
02/09/2015 Bench Brief regarding Service 

Issues IV PA881-915

01/12/2016 CD of JAVS Record of February 
12, 2016 Hearing  IX PA1974A

02/20/2016 Compilation of New Coverage 
from January 13 – February 20, 
2016 

XII 
PA2726-2814 

03/06/2015 Decision and Order VI PA1293-1333
01/15/2016 Declaration of Elizabeth 

Gonzalez X PA2212-32

02/12/2016 Declaration of Elizabeth 
Gonzalez 

X and 
XI

PA2390-2632

02/16/2016 Declaration of Leslie Abramson XI PA2652-63
12/04/2015 Defendant Sands China, Ltd.'s 

Motion for Order to Show Cause 
Why Plaintiff Steven C. Jacobs 
Should Not Be Held in 
Contempt of Court and to 
Compel Execution of Medical 
Records Release Authorization 
and Production of Tax Returns 
on Order Shortening Time 

VII 

PA1591-1631

02/06/2015 Defendants' Reply in support of 
Emergency Motion to Quash 
Subpoenas and for Protective 
Order on OST

IV 

PA848-56

01/14/2016 Errata to Non-Party Patrick 
Dumont's Motion to Transfer 
Issue 

X 
PA2205-11

03/17/2015 Expedited Motion for 
Clarification and Limited Added 
Jurisdictional Discovery on OST

VI 
PA1334-54

09/18/2015 Fifth Amended Complaint VI PA1453-73
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Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
01/20/2016 Jacobs' Emergency Motion to 

Strike Untimely Affidavit for 
Cause 

X 
PA2255-60

12/04/2015 Jacobs' Motion to Reconsider 
and Amend or, Alternatively to 
Stay Order Granting in Part 
Motion to Compel Plaintiff to 
Execute Medical Release 
Authorization

VII 

PA1580-90

02/04/2016 Jacobs' Notice of Submission of 
Medical Records for in Camera 
Review  

X 
PA2306-10

02/01/2016 Jacobs' Opposition to Motion for 
Transfer of Issue – Redacted X  PA2297-2304

02/01/2016 Jacobs' Opposition to Motion for 
Transfer of Issue Unredacted – 
Filed Under Seal

XIII 
PA2297S-
2304S to 
2304S-jj 

02/05/2016 Jacobs' Opposition to Motion to 
Compel Plaintiff to Sign Consent 
to Transfer Personal Data 
Otherwise Protected by the 
MPDPA – Redacted

X 

PA2311-18

02/05/2016 Jacobs' Opposition to Motion to 
Compel Plaintiff to Sign Consent 
to Transfer Personal Data 
Otherwise Protected by the 
MPDPA Unredacted – Filed 
Under Seal 

XIII 

PA2311S-
2318S to 
2318S-ww 

10/22/2015 Jacobs' Opposition to Sands 
China's Motion to Compel 
Plaintiff to Execute Medical 
Release Authorizations and 
Request for Copy of Tax Return 
Forms 

VII 

PA1496-1523

01/13/2016 Las Vegas Sands' Motion for 
Disqualification IX  PA1975-2094
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Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
02/09/2016 Las Vegas Sands' Motion for 

Withdrawal and 
Reconsideration of Order 
Prematurely Denying its Motion 
to Disqualify Judge

X 

PA2319-64

02/16/2016 Las Vegas Sands' Reply to 
Declaration of Elizabeth 
Gonzalez and in Support of 
Motion to Withdraw January 29 
Order 

XI 

PA2664-75

01/22/2016 LVSC's Opposition to Jacobs' 
Emergency Motion to Strike X PA2261-89

08/23/2012 Minute Order re Motion for 
Protective Order I PA46 

01/29/2016 Minute Order Resetting Matters 
Taken Off Calendar X  PA2290 

02/04/2016 Minute Order: In Camera 
Review of Medical Records X  PA2305 

01/12/2016 Minutes of Motion Hearing IX PA1971-74
01/19/2016 Motion to Compel Plaintiff to 

Sign Consent to Transfer 
Personal Data Otherwise 
Protected by the MPDPA

X  

PA2233-54

01/13/2016 Non-Party Patrick Dumont's 
Motion to Transfer Issue IX PA2095-2204

02/10/2016 Non-Party Patrick Dumont's 
Reply In Support of his Motion 
to Transfer Issue

X 
PA2365-81

  Number Not Used PA2637 
01/29/2016 Order Denying Las Vegas Sands'

Motion for Disqualification  X PA2291-96

02/17/2016 Order Denying Las Vegas Sands' 
Motion for Withdrawal and 
Reconsideration or in the 
Alternative Request for a Stay of 
Ten Business Days

XI 

PA2676-2681 

08/07/2014 Order Denying Petition – 2nd 
Writ re March Order III PA573-85
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Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
03/27/2015 Order Denying Sand China's 

Motion to Stay Court's March 6, 
2015 Decision and Order

VI 
PA1431-32

11/04/2015 Order Granting in Part and 
Denying in Part Petition for Writ 
Relief (Docket 68265), Granting 
Petition for Writ Relief (Docket 
68275) and Denying Petition for 
Writ Relief (Docket 68309)

VII 

PA1530-38

12/01/2015 Order Granting in Part Motion 
to Compel Plaintiff to Execute 
Medical Release Authorization 
and Request for Copy of Tax 
Return Forms

VII 

PA1578-79

08/26/2011 Order Granting Petition for Writ 
of Mandamus I PA1 – 4 

03/27/2013 Order regarding Plaintiff Steven 
Jacobs' Renewed Motion for 
NRCP 37 Sanctions on OST

II 
PA484-87

01/16/2013 Order regarding Sands China's 
Motion for Protective Order and 
Jacobs' Motion for NRCP 37 
Sanctions 

II 

PA395-97

02/06/2015 Plaintiff Steven C. Jacobs' Brief 
on Sanctions for February 9, 2015 
Evidentiary Hearing 

IV  
PA857-80

12/14/2015 Plaintiff Steven Jacobs' 
Opposition to Defendant Sands 
China's Motion for Order to 
Show Cause Why Plaintiff 
should not be held in Contempt 
of Court  

VII 

PA1632-41

02/15/2016 Plaintiff Steven Jacobs' 
Opposition to Las Vegas Sands' 
Motion for Withdrawal and 
Reconsideration Without 
Exhibits – Redacted

XI 

PA2638-51
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Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
02/15/2016 Plaintiff Steven Jacobs' 

Opposition to Las Vegas Sands' 
Motion for Withdrawal and 
Reconsideration – Without 
Exhibits Unredacted – Filed 
Under Seal  

XIII 

PA2638S-
2651S 

02/12/2016 Request for Hearing XI PA2633-36
09/14/2012 Sanctions Order I PA228-36
10/05/2015 Sands China's Motion to Compel 

Plaintiff to Execute Medical 
Release Authorization and 
Request for Copy of Tax Return 
Forms 

VII 

PA1474-95

02/11/2016 Sands China's Reply in Support 
Motion to Compel Plaintiff to 
Sign Consent to Transfer 
Personal Data Otherwise 
Protected by the MPDPA 

X 

PA2382-89

10/29/2015 Sands China's Reply in Support 
of Its Motion to Compel Plaintiff 
to Execute Medical Release 
Authorization and Request for 
Copy of Tax Return Forms

VII 

PA1524-29

01/08/2013 Sands China's Report on its 
Compliance with Court's Ruling 
of December 18, 2012

II 
PA334-94

09/12/2012 Transcript:  Court's Sanction 
Hearing – Day 3 I PA47-227

 
11/05/2015 Transcript:  Hearing on 

Motions  VII PA1539-77

06/28/2012 Transcript:  Hearing to Set 
Time for Evidentiary Hearing I PA5-45 

03/14/2013 Transcript: Defendants' Motion 
for Oral Argument II PA467-483

12/11/2014 Transcript: Defendants' Motion 
for Partial Reconsideration of 
November 5, 2014 Order

IV 
PA738-47
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Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
12/24/2015 Transcript: Defendants' Motion 

for Protective Order and 
Scheduling Conference

VII 
and 
VIII

PA1709-68

09/02/2014 Transcript: Defendants' Motion 
to Establish Protocol III PA632-59

04/09/2013 Transcript: Defendants' Motion 
to Seal 

II and 
III

PA488-509

02/12/2015 Transcript: Evidentiary Hearing 
re Motion for Sanctions Day 4

IV and 
V

PA916-1058

03/03/2015 Transcript: Hearing re Motion 
for Sanctions Day 6 (Closing 
Arguments) 

V and 
VI 

PA1123-1292

12/06/2012 Transcript: Motion for Protective 
Order I and II PA237-95

12/18/2012 Transcript: Motion for Protective 
Order II PA296-333

01/05/2016 Transcript: Motion for Protective 
Order re Patrick Dumont and 
Scheduling Conference

VIII 
PA1769-1877

12/02/2014 Transcript: Motion for 
Reconsideration III PA707-37

08/14/2014 Transcript: Motions III PA586-631
03/19/2015 Transcript: Motions VI PA1355-1430
01/12/2016 Transcript: Motions VIII 

and IX
PA1915-70

02/18/2016 Transcript: Motions XI and 
XII

PA2682-2725 

01/06/2015 Transcript: Motions re Vickers 
Report and plaintiffs' Motion for 
Setting of Evidentiary Hearing

IV 
PA748-847

01/07/2016 Transcript: Motions to Compel 
and for Protective Order VIII PA1878-1914

02/26/2015 Transcript: Motions to Dismiss 
Third Amended Complaint V PA1059-1122

10/09/2014 Transcript: Plaintiff's Motion for 
Release of Documents from 
Advanced Discovery and 
Motion on Deficient Privilege 
Log 

III 

PA660-706
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Date Description Vol. # Page Nos.
12/17/2015 Transcript: Plaintiff's Motion to 

Reconsider or Amend Order and 
Defendants' Motions to Maintain 
Confidentiality and for Order to 
Show Cause 

VII 

PA1642-1708

02/28/2013 Transcript: Plaintiff's Renewed 
Motion for NRCP 37 Sanctions II PA398-466

07/29/2014 Transcript: Sands China's 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
on Personal Jurisdiction

III 
PA510-72

07/22/2015 Transcript: Telephone 
Conferences VI PA1433-52

 



1 The motion to transfer the issue is denied. The

2 procedure that has been established to deal with issues that

3 relate solely to the litigation, which is for any dispute

4 related to questions during a deposition to go to Commissioner

5 Bulla and/or Judge Togliatti, I think is a fair procedure and

6 protects everyone’s interests given the concerns that have

7 previously been expressed. However, there is no reason for me

8 to transfer issues related to Jacobs to anyone else.

9 Anything else on that issue?

10 All right. If I could go to the motion to strike

11 Exhibit 887A. Mr. Jones.

12 MR. RANDALL JONES; Good morning, Your Honor.

13 THE COURT: They have a total of 10 minutes for all

14 their motions.

15 (Off-record colloquy - Law Clerk and Court)

16 THE COURT: How are you and Mr. Peek going to split

17 this up today?

18 MR. RANDALL JONES: Quickly. With that in mind,

19 Your Honor, it’s not relevant under NRS 48.015, not relevant

20 because the Supreme Court told us it’s not relevant under --

21 because there’s no basis for finding a general jurisdiction as

22 it relates to Sands China Limited, my client. And, of course,

23 there’s -- we have a protective order, so our position is that

24 that document essentially would revert back to its status as a

25 document produced in the case subject to confidentiality

13

PA2694



1 order. There’s no reason -- I mean, I think, as I recall,

2 even the Court’s statements that -- you indicated yourself

3 that it was limited -- “887A was used for the limited purpose

4 of assessing general jurisdiction.” That’s at page 43 of the

5 transcript on December 15th of last year. I think you also

6 said, it was only reviewed in connection with the specific

7 issue of agency and shared services, which the Supreme Court

8 said was part of the general jurisdiction. And so that’s our

9 position, Your Honor.

10 THE COURT: It’s part of our record. I’ve never

11 heard of anybody telling me after the fact to remove something

12 from the record after an appellate review is done.

13 MR. RANDALL JONES: Well, I guess I would say it

14. this way. Not only is there always a first time, just because

15 you haven’t heard of it before, as we all know, that doesn’t

16 mean that’s not an appropriate -—

17 THE COURT: I’m not saying it’s not appropriate.

18 I’m just saying it’s the first time I’ve ever heard of this.

19 MR. RANDALL JONES: Your Honor, I’ve been doing this

20 longer than you have, and it’s the first time I’ve done it.

21 But it’s the first time I’ve had a circumstance where I

22 thought it was appropriate. So it just -- especially when

23 we’re talking about this bulk exhibit that had, you know,

24 hundreds of pages and is full of confidential and highly

25 confidential documents that should not have been in the record

14

PA2695



1 in the first place from our perspective. And the Supreme

2 Court has now acknowledged that, and that’s what they ruled.

3 So that’s why we think that that’s -- it’s not appropriate.

4 If it came in at a hearing, as you ruled, it’s part

5 of the record in a hearing, but it --

6 THE COURT: Evidentiary hearing.

7 MR. RANDALL JONES: An evidentiary hearing. But it

8 was our position that it should not have come in. And that

9 has been justified -- our position has been justified by the

10 Supreme Court. And I don’t -- I guess I would ask the Court

11 why wouldn’t it be taken out. What would be the purpose of

12 leaving it in there if the Court didn’t rely upon it for its

13 decision that was upheld.

14 THE COURT: Well, I did rely upon it for my

15 decision.

16 MR. RANDALL JONES: Sure. No. That was upheld by

17 the Supreme Court. In other words, the Supreme Court said,

18 no, that’s -- that is not a basis for jurisdiction. Specific

19 jurisdiction, sure. But that’s not what you relied on these

20 documents for, your decision on specific jurisdiction. If you

21 had, I would be arguing to maintain the confidentiality of

22 those documents.

23 So at a minimum we’ve asked alternatively that

24 especially under these unique circumstances that you at least

25 maintain the confidentiality of these documents.
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1 THE COURT: So can I do a faliback position for you?

2 MR. RANDALL JONES: Sure.

3 THE COURT: I asked eight or nine months ago for

4 your office to tell me which particular portions of 887A you

5 wanted sealed.

6 MR. RANDALL JONES: Right.

7 THE COURT: I haven’t heard.

8 MR. RANDALL JONES: I thought -- you know what, Your

9 Honor, I thought we had submit that. I certainly will check

10 into that, because I know we spent a lot of time actually

11 trying to do that. So how that got lost in the mix

12 THE COURT: Well, I think there was a change in

13 strategy.

14 MR. RANDALL JONES: And it may be because the

15 Supreme Court decision came down. I don’t recall. But I do

16 know that we started that process and we were very far into

17 that process at one point. And that you know, candidly,

18 with all that’s been going on lately, what exactly I did

19 several months ago related to a different issue, I wouldn’t

20 want to say that we didn’t submit it. Because if you’re

21 telling me you don’t have it --

22 THE COURT: I don’t remember. But, remember, a lot

23 of stuff has happened to me, too, not just in this case. I

24 have lots of other cases that I deal with. So I don’t recall

25 ever in motion practice seeing the designations for purposes
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1 of sealing portions of Exhibit 887A, which is where I thought

2 we were going to go, as opposed to this motion, which is to

3 strike it after I’ve entered a decision in which I reviewed it

4 and relied upon at least parts of it.

5 MR. RANDALL JONES: Yeah. And again, Your Honor,

6 based on the transcript, we looked at the transcript -- that’s

7 why we cited the transcripts. Because if you had relied on it

8 for specific jurisdiction, I wouldn’t have filed this motion.

9 And so it’s a unique circumstance. I’ve certainly never dealt

10 with this kind of situation before, and that’s why we filed

11 the motion the way we did. We also did alternatively ask that

12 it be held -- maintain its confidentiality even if you don’t

13 strike it because of the unique circumstances. And, as we all

14 know, if we go to trial, that’s a whole different situation.

15 And if documents come in -- but at least in my experience,

16 Your Honor, I’ve never seen an exhibit come into evidence the

17 way that exhibit came into evidence, either. We’ve put both

18 documents into evidence, but not over an objection like that

19 where there were virtually -- or most documents were

20 designated confidential. So we would certainly ask the Court

21 for some consideration of this unique circumstance and ask you

22 to maintain confidentiality. We don’t think that the public’s

23 interest as it relates to these documents under the

24 circumstances outweigh our clients’ right to privacy and

25 confidentiality of these documents under the particular
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1 circumstances.

2 THE COURT: Okay. Mr. Bice. Is this yours? Or Ms.

3 Spirielli?

4 MR. BICE: Your Honor, the request is -- I think, as

5 Mr. Jones agrees, it’s extraordinary, and I think here’s the

6 problem with it. Let’s remember how we got to Exhibit 887A.

7 And it was essentially the product of the defendants, because

8 they insisted that -- remember when we had the jurisdictional

9 -- or the sanctions hearing, the first sanctions hearing, and

10 we offered a number of the redacted documents with the

11 witnesses. When they went up on a writ to the Supreme Court

12 they tried to play up the fact that we did not spend days and

13 days and days using redacted documents with the witnesses. So

14 when we had the jurisdictional hearing we were not going to

15 take that position or let them take that position again, which

16 is why we had to offer all of the redacted documents. And

17 that’s when the Court then made us go through the exercise of

18 bringing in -- I don’t remember -- it was 50 or so individual

19 documents that we just pulled out of that bulk.

20 THE COURT: I made you do a random sample.

21 MR. BICE: Right. And --

22 THE COURT: It wasn’t random.

23 MR. BICE: Yeah, it wasn’t random. But to pull them

24 in and just show that the documents were not essentially

25 usable in light of the redactions.
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1 That brings us to this point, Your Honor. Contrary

2 to Mr. Jones’s argument, the Court did rely upon thafl, and in

3 fact it was not, as they advertise, rejected by the Supreme

4 Court. The Supreme Court upheld this Court’s sanctions order.

5 And remember the sanctions were in fact noted by the Supreme

6 Court as an additional basis for the Court’s underlying

7 jurisdictional ruling on both general as well as specific

8 jurisdiction. And that fact was upheld by the Supreme Court.

9 I do not believe that there is any legal authority that would

10 allow a Court to —- documents that were admitted and relied

11 upon and form part of the record to then be withdrawn from the

12 record after the fact. If they —- the Court has given then

13 ample opportunity to demonstrate under the sealing procedures

14 set up by the Nevada Supreme Court to demonstrate why these

15 particular documents on a document-by-document basis can be

16 sealed. They have declined to do that, and I don’t know how

17 many times we have been over here on this issue. But I would

18 submit that we’ve been here enough times now. I thank the

19 Court.

20 THE COURT: Mr. Jones, anything else on 887A?

21 MR. RANDALL JONES: Very briefly, Your Honor. First

22 of all, if this is not an extraordinary request, it’s an

23 unusual request. And there’s a difference. Secondly, we’re

24 not asking about the 50 or so documents that were individually

25 marked and admitted. We’re asking about the bulk document
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1 887.

2 THE COURT: Well, no. You are, actually. You are

3 actually including those, because they’re part of 887A.

4 You’re asking me to strike 887A.

5 MR. RANDALL JONES; I thought they were separate

6 documents.

7 THE COURT: No, they weren’t. They were all part of

8 887A.

9 MR. RANDALL JONES: In any event -- in any event,

10 Your Honor, the Court clearly has the authority to do this.

11 Court under -- under our rules of evidence Court should not

12 admit nonrelevant documents, period. The Supreme Court has

13 said those are not relevant to the Court’s findings. There is

14 no general jurisdiction over my client. Those documents were

15 only admitted for the purpose o general jurisdiction. So

16 this Court has the authority and the discretion and the right

17 and the power, especially as indicated by the Nevada Supreme

18 Court, to do this. So it’s inappropriate to leave them in as

19 a bulk exhibit. I believe they were improperly admitted in

20 the first instance. You disagreed with us. The Supreme Court

21 has now said those documents are not relevant to the

22 jurisdiction in this case. If they’re not relevant --

23 THE COURT: They didn’t say that.

24 MR. RANDALL JONES; It did -- well, I -- Your Honor,

25 I don’t want to argue with the Court.
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1 THE COURT: Okay.

2 MR. RANDALL JONES: I believe that it certainly did

3 not find general jurisdiction.

4 THE COURT: Okay. Anything else you want to tell

5 me?

6 MR. RANDALL JONES: No, Your Honor.

7 THE COURT: The motion is denied with requests to

8 strike Exhibit 887A. You may have four weeks to provide me

9 with a detailed listing of any documents within 887A for which

10 you are seeking sealing. That dcesn’t mean blanket

11 objections.

12 Okay. We have a motion on the consent related to

13 Mr. Jacobs and the MDPA.

14 MR. RANDALL JONES: Yes, Your Honor.

15 Your Honor, I think this is pretty straightforward.

16 We asked Mr. Jacobs to sign a consent going back toOctober of

17 2014. We asked repeated since October of this year again, and

18 Mr. Bice at least initially started -- indicated that he was

19 going to give us his proposed consent because he didn’t

20 apparently like the language in ours. And we followed up -- I

21 followed up myself and asked him several times if we were

22 going to get the consent and when we could see his proposed

23 language. I never saw it. And we think that it’s relevant

24 and appropriate that he sign a consent under the circumstances

25 of the case.
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1 THE COURT: Okay. So tell me why the form of

2 consent that you have submitted, which includes the following

3 language, “Notwithstanding my consent, the disclosure and

4 communication of the above-mentioned records and emails to Las

5 Vegas Sands Corp. [unintelligible] shall at all times be

6 subject to the laws of Macau” --

7 MR. RANDALL JONES: Well, Your Honor, it’s because

8 it’s our understanding that that is what is required for a

9 consent under Macanese law, that’s why. We certainly didn’t

10 do it because we were trying to harass or cause a problem

11 for --

12 THE COURT: I’m just -- I was asking. When I went

13 through that was the page that I circled and marked on and had

14 to ask about --

15 MR. RANDALL JONES: Sure.

16 THE COURT: -- because in reading it that was -- I

17 understood concerns being expressed.

18 MR. RANDALL JONES: That is the only reason, and

19 that is my understanding of what I’ve been told is required.

20 So I believe that is the same language -- I believe the same

21 language of the other consents.

22 THE COURT: Okay. Thank you.

23 Mr. Bice.

24 MR. BICE: Yes, Your Honor. There’s more history

25 here about the consent issue, Your Honor, than we even knew
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1 when we initially opposed this motion. And we learned it in

2 Mr. Chum’s deposition, the 30(b) (6) deposition, or what we

3 were able to take of it last week, and that was, as the Court

4 will recall, this issue about the consents and the alleged

5 inability to obtain consents or the requirements to obtain

6 consents and what the law requires regarding these consents

7 has been bantered about quite a bit in this case. Mr. Chum

8 revealed for the first time at his deposition on behalf of the

9 company that back in 2011, despite all of the representations,

10 including testimony offered by Sands China Limited as to their

11 not getting consents from anyone regarding this case, Mr. Chum

12 admitted that the company had obtained over 200 —- or

13 approximately 200 consents back in 2011. That fact was never

14 revealed to us, it wasn’t revealed to the Court, they haven’t

15 been produced in this case. We do not know what they say,

16 et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.

17 THE COURT: So can I stop you for a second.

18 MR. BICE: Yep.

19 THE COURT; Assume for a minute that I’m not going

20 to order your client to sign a consent that requires him to be

21 subject to Macanese law for any purpose. Don’t you believe

22 that your client has waived any objection he may have had if

23 any privilege did exist by bringing this litigation related to

24 those documents?

25 MR. BICE: Yes.
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1 THE COURT: Okay.

2 MR. BICE: And we have never asserted that.

3 THE COURT: Thank you.

4 MR. BICE: Right. But he should not --

5 THE COURT: I understand what you’re saying.

6 MR. BICE: Thank you.

7 THE COURT: Anything else, Mr. Jones?

8 MR. RANDALL JONES: Yes, Your Honor. I’ll only say

9 that to the extent that the Court -- it’s my understanding, as

10 I said before, it’s the same consent, form of consent that all

11 the other people that have signed consents have had to sign.

12 So if the Court orders us to sign -- or orders Mr. Jacobs to

13 sign a consent that is not enforceable in Macau, where we have

14 to get the documents, then it’s a meaningless gesture. And so

15 we would ask -— there’s nothing untoward. All we want to do

16 is try to be able to get his documents unredacted. I don’t

17 see -- and the Court can -- if --

18 THE COURT: These are documents that aren’t the ones

19 that are in Advance Discovery, these are other documents?

20 MR. RANDALL JONES: These are documents that would

21 be in Macau that we can’t unredact in Macau.

22 THE COURT: No. The ones at Advance Discovery. You

23 know, the ones that were brought to the U.S. so they’re here?

24 You’re talking about additional documents, not those?

25 MR. RANDALL JONES: We’re talking about documents
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1 produced by Sands China Limited from Macau that have been

2 redacted. That’s what we’re talking about. We can’t see if

3 Mr. Jacobs’s name is on those until we get a consent. And,

4 Your Honor, if there’s any issue with Macanese law as it

5 relates to the consent for Mr. Jacobs, he certainly has the

6 ability to come to this Court and ask for some kind of relief.

7 But we can’t get the redactions without a properly filed or

8 signed consent.

9 THE COURT: Isn’t one of the ways that the Macau

10 Data Privacy Act allows your client to produce information is

11 when it is subject to an order from another jurisdiction?

12 MR. RANDALL JONES; No, actually, Your Honor. At

13 least my understanding. Because that’s the whole problem

14 we’ve had. We’ve taken your orders and actually gave them

15 specifically to the OPDP, and we’ve got letters back that

16 said, this is not sufficient. If VML was sued --

17 THE COURT; Well, what the testimony was in that

18 hearing, and I think that was before your time and I think it

19 was Mr. Fleming, who was then retiring and going gardening,

20 said that he never followed up on the issues where they said

21 there were information that was still missing that needed to

22 be subject to that request to the ODPD to comply with my

23 order.

24 MR. RANDALL JONES; I believe what Mr. Fleming said

25 -- and I was a part of the case at that time --
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1 THE COURT: Were you part of the case then?

2 MR. RANDALL JONES: Yes, Your Honor, I was.

3 THE COURT: Okay.

4 MR. RANDALL JONES: -- was that they never appealed

5 the decision because we got to the point of the hearing and

6 there was insufficient time to have an appeal and have a

7 resolution. Your Honor, I mean, I think you made the point.

8 We think Mr. Jacobs has waived his right to object to give us

9 this information. And I’ve never been a case where the

10 plaintiff has brought a suit and isn’t ordered to provide a

11 consent.

12 THE COURT: Okay. The motion is denied. However,

13 you may submit an order asking me to find that Mr. Jacobs has

14 waived the ability to object to any release of that

15 information by the bringing of this lawsuit which puts in

16 issue those documents which are in Macau.

17 I have a motion to associate counsel, Mr. Morris.

18 MR. MORRIS: Your Honor, thank you.

19 I’m delighted to have the opportunity to address you

20 on something, rather than just respond to who I am when court

21 is convened.

22 THE COURT: Well, we didn’t offer you coffee today.

23 I feel bad about that. It was a little late in the morning

24 for the offer of coffee, so --

25 MR. MORRIS: 1111 be brief with this, though. Our
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1 motion to associate counsel is in the plural. There are two,

2 Nicole Wade and L. Lin Wood. The only opposition is the

3 filing we received yesterday afternoon, which you did, too,

4 and we replied to last evening --

5 THE COURT: And I got a chance to read that.

6 MR. MORRIS: --- to L. ho Wood. The opposition

7 essentially says this, we ordinarily don’t oppose motions like

8 this and they should be granted, should result in approval by

9 the Court as the Supreme Court pointed out in Imperial Credit.

10 And it’s just general proposition if the application for

11 admission pro hac vice complies with the requirements of

12 Rule 42, it does, it should -- and it does here, it should be

13 granted. We’ve done that.

14 The opposition says, acknowledging that, tortures a

15 little bit to what Imperial Credit has to say, and tries to

16 link the Supreme Court decision in Imperial Credit to a couple

17 of decisions that are not just not in point, they’re

18 outrageously not in point. One is the Kohimayer case. The

19 other is the Kampitch case. And each one of those cases

20 involved an attorney, a notorious attorney, not only in the

21 district in which he was seeking -- and both were hes in that

22 case -- seeking admission pro hac vice, but in other

23 jurisdictions. They involved the filing of false

24 applications, failure to disclose information that was require

25 on their pro hac vice application. One case, the Kohlmayer
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1 case, involved -- and the judge went to lengths to point this

2 out - the guy applying for admission in this case has not

3 only been sanctioned numerous times, he has failed to respond

4 to sanction orders, he has failed to respond to orders to show

5 cause, and he’s been responsible over the years for mistrials

6 due to his misconduct within the case being tried, which

7 included one that interested the judge in particular and said,

8 as a result of that, I don’t want this guy in my court. The

9 pro hac vice applicant in that case threatened to kill his

10 opposing counsel during the course of a proceeding in which he

11 had been admitted.

12 Your Honor, it’s facile, and I know that it’s

13 satisfying to the other side to tender cases like this that

14 are sensational, but they are not appropriately tendered in

15 this case for this motion.

16 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Morris. I appreciate

17 that.

18 Mr. Bice.

19 MR. BICE: Thank you, Your Honor.

20 Mr. Morris is right, that we would not ordinarily

21 oppose such a request and we would ordinarily have no issue

22 with it whatsoever.

23 THE COURT: Well, then Mr. Pisanelli did roll his

24 eyes when the one was advanced on Wynn-Okada, and that didn’t

25 show up on the record.
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1 MR. BICE: And when Mr. Kozlov from the firm Duane

2 Morris showed up, I instantly consented to his application in

3 front of the Court. But I do believe this is, a bit different

4 here, and that is because, as the application says, we have a

5 new attorney coming into the case for a party who is already

6 represented and has been represented and has appeared in this

7 action for some five years, and he’s coming in, at least

8 according to the application, solely for the purpose of

9 appearing for Mr. Adelson at his upcoming deposition, which is

10 scheduled for Monday.

11 I say that because this is exactly what happened in

12 the Florida case. This same attorney was not a participant in

13 that case. Mr. Adelson’s -- the first phase of Mr. Adelson’s

14 deposition went forward, and then, of course, then there was a

15 subsequent order that he had to reappear, and there was a

16 special master appointed over the strenuous objection, I might

17 add, of Mr. Adelson, and that special master being a former

18 Florida appellate court judge, to sit in on his renewed

19 deposition. It was only then that Mr. Wood was -- then sought

20 an emergency pro hac vice application to appear to defend Mr.

21 Adelson at the second phase of his deposition. Arid, as the

22 Ccurt knows, Mr. Adelson, at least in the jurisdictionai

23 discovery, his deposition has already been started. He was

24 represented by counsel, and he has very able counsel.

25 The issue has become -- it’s as simple as this.
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1 Either the conduct in the Florida deposition, which we have

2 outlined to the Court, is appropriate deposition conduct or

3 it’s not. According to Mr. Wood’s declaration -- he’s not

4 here today, but according to his declaration, he deemed that

5 conduct to be appropriate. And it is no consolation -- he

6 says, well, you know, Jacobs never moved for a sanction

7 against me in that case. That’s right, we didn’t; because I

8 believe summary judgment was granted either a week or two

9 weeks after that phase of the deposition.

10 So our point here is, Your Honor, either that

11 conduct is appropriate that we have outlined, or it isn’t.

12 Because Mr. Wood has made it clear, I think, he intends to

13 engage in it in this case. And he’s not here denying it. He

14 simply claims that, well, you know, when you’re representing

15 Sheldon Adelson under these circumstances that sort of

16 actiiity is deemed to be appropriate. That right there under

17 our Supreme Court rules says counsel does not qualify. Just

18 because you say, well, I’vechecked off all the boxes on this

19 and I’ve said that I’m going to follow the rules, does not

20 mean that you have satisfied the requirements. The appearance

21 in the court is a privilege especially for out-of-state

22 counsel. They have to demonstrate to the Court that they

23 qualify under the rule and that they are going to actually

24 comply with the Court’s rules and the Court’s rulings.

25 You see from Mr. Wood’s declaration he doesn’t say
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1 any -- he doesn’t say, you know, that conduct was unique, that

2 conduct was unprecedented and here’s why and I won’t do that

3 again in this case. I think he makes it crystal clear he

4 intends to repeat that performance in this case. And let me

5 tell you why that’s a problem for us, Your Honor. I would

6 submit and I’ve submitted to this Court before the objective

7 here is to blow up this trial date. And that is the number

8 one objective, and that’s why this attorney is being brought

9 in at the last possible moment just to appear for Mr.

10 Adelson’s deposition, to pick a fight, we will then have all

11 sorts of -- the deposition will get delayed, then the Court

12 will have to address the conduct in the deposition, and that

13 is exactly mission accomplished. And that’s why we’re asking

14 that it not be allowed.

15 THE COURT; All right. Thank you, Mr. Bice.

16 MR. BICE: Thank you.

17 THE COURT: The motion is granted. However, Mr.

18 Morris needs to be communicated to Mr. Wood that in Nevada we

19 can’t instruct the witness not to answer except on the basis

20 of privilege or harassment, and if there are issues relating

21 to speaking objections or coaching witnesses, that I will take

22 that unkindly and may issue sanctions. I’ve had other cases

23 where I’ve stricken pro hac vices for that kind of conduct.

24 So one would hope that he will act appropriately under the

25 Nevada rules here.
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1 MR. MORRIS: And I’m hoping that he will, too. And

2 I have talked with him about that subject and the points you

3 just mentioned.

4 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Morris.

5 MR. MORRIS: Thank you, Your Honor.

6 THE COURT: So they’re both granted.

7 MR. MORRIS: Your Honor, can I note that this -- I

8 think this is the first motion I’ve won in four years.

9 THE COURT: That’s not true, Mr. Morris. You won,

10 and then the Supreme Court reversed me on another one.

11 So can we go --

12 MR. MORRIS: But that -- I said four years.

13 THE COURT: Oh. That was -- thank you, Mr. Morris,

14 for making me feel old.

15 Then I’m on the motion related to the length of time

16 for Mr. Adelson’s deposition. Is there anything that anybody

17 wants to add to that, understanding I’m fairly familiar with

18 the issues, and then we can deal with the protective order

19 issue?

20 MR. BICE: It’s our motion, Your Honor.

21 THE COURT: And technically everybody’s out of time,

22 according to Laura. But you can have a couple of minutes.

23 MR. BICE: It’s our motion, Your Honor. I think you

24 understand the history of the case, you understand the

25 complexity of it, the documentation, et cetera.
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1 THE COURT: Okay. Mr. Peek, did you want to say

2 anything?

3 MR. PEEK: No, Your Honor.

4 THE COURT: Mr. Morris?

5 MR. PEEK: I think we’ve adequately covered it in

6 our opposition. I would only repeat --

7 THE COURT: Given my observations of Mr. Adelson’s

8 testimony during I think it was the jurisdictional hearing and

9 the manner in which the estimates by counsel of the time

10 needed to accommodate that testimony and the time that was

11 actually needed for that testimony, I’m going to grant the

12 request for excess time for Mr. Adelson’s deposition.

13 I am going to grant seven days of seven hours of

14 examination time. That doesn’t include counsel arguing with

15 each other or breaks or other kinds of things.

16 Now I want to go to the motion for protective order

17 part of this, which is now implied. So what do you want to do

18 now?

19 MR. PEEK: Your Honor, I don’t know. Because I’ve

20 been talking to Mr. Bice about that, as I pointed out in the

21 motion. Mr. Adelson’s available to start on the 24th. Mr.

22 Bice wants to interrupt Jacobs and come back later, after Mr.

23 Adelson is finished.

24 THE COURT: When are you going to finish Mr. Jacobs?

25 MR. PEEK: I don’t think we’ll finish him within the
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hours. But we will certainly go the

hours that the Court has allowed us.

So when do the seven days end?

Ends Tuesday, the 23rd.

Okay. So your --

So we’ll start Mr. Adelson on the 24th.

Your proposal is to not double track Mr.

seven days and seven

seven days and seven

THE COURT:

MR. PEEK:

THE COURT:

MR. PEEK:

THE COURT:

Adelson and Mr. Jacobs.

MR. PEEK: I told Mr. Bice I was going to double

track if he wanted to. Mr. Bice said that he did not want to

double track --

THE COURT: Okay.

MR. PEEK: -- that he wanted to start on the 22nd.

THE COURT: And you also think it would be a better

use of the time that has been allotted to the Jacobs

deposition to not have an interruption which might then

adversely affect the way you can use your limited number of

hours you’ve been awarded.

MR. PEEK: That is correct, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Okay. Thank you.

Mr. Bice.

MR. PEEK: Oh. Your Honor, there was one other

thing I talked to Mr. Bice about, and that was Mr. Adelson is

available the following week, is my understanding. So there

was one day, the 26th, Friday the 26th -- I don’t know if Mr.
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1 Bice still objects to that when Mr. Wood is being honored

2 at his alma mater for a contribution that he has made and he

3 would like to attend on the Friday the 26th. So we’d go the

4 24th, 25th, and reconvene on the 29th for those next five days

5 now that you’ve ordered five -- now that you ordered seven

6 days.

7 THE COURT: Thank you.

8 Mr. Bice.

9 MR. BICE: Yes, Your Honor. When you recall when

10 we were trying to hammer out the schedule because we have some

11 deadlines coming up, including experts and things like that,

12 one of the things that was proposed -- that they had proposed

13 is that they would -- they originally asked you for 10 days

14 for Mr. Jacobs. Mr. Peek says that they’re going to seek

15 additional time on Mr. Jacobs. We will be opposing that, and

16 we ——

17 THE COURT: Well, I’ll either see that in a motion

18 or I won’t.

19 MR. BICE: And we may be actually addressing other

20 issues. But with respect to -- here was what I had proposed,

21 which is what I really thought was on the Court’s original

22 schedule, is regardless of whether Mr. Jacobs’s went five days

23 or ten days, as they originally proposed, we had said that we

24 would start Mr. Jacobs on that week of -- and I believe it was

25 the 15th —- I’ve lost track of all days, Your Honor -- and
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1 then Mr. Adelson would then start on the week of the 22nd.

2 They always knew under their own proposal that Mr. Adelson

3 would interrupt Mr. Jacobs’s deposition if the Court said more

4 than five days, because they knew that. They had originally

5 proposed wanting ten days. And they can’t seriously suggest

6 that they thought that we were going to allow Mr. Adelson to

7 then push off his deposition. All I have said is --

8 And part of my concern, Your Honor, is that I do not

9 want to run into the situation -— and I do think this is going

10 to happen, and I may be proven wrong, but I still am obviously

11 very cautious about it, is that we’re going to get -- they

12 would like to continue for seven days straight with Mr. Jacobs

13 and then we will start with Mr. Adelson, and then there will

14 be a blowup in an attempt to obstruct his deposition so that

15 it cannot be done and that we cannot get our expert

16 disclosures done and the like. So therefore, Your Honor,

17 that’s why I would like to proceed with Mr. Adelson the week

18 of the 22nd. You’ve given me seven days for Mr. Adelson.

19 We’ll see whether that’s going to be sufficient or not. But

20 that will at least allow me to get the information from him

21 that week. They can then resume for the last two days with

22 Mr. Jacobs, and I can then resume for the last two days with

23 Mr. Adelson. We will have obtained I think a lot of the

24 information that we would like to get to our experts from Mr.

25 Adelson. But pushing me off yet another week and then saying,
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1 well, now we’ve got to accommodate Mr. Wood’s travel, which

2 I’m willing to do -- but pushing all that off a week before I

3 get to talk to Mr. Adelson with the full expectation that then

4 there’s going to be an interruption, an attempted interruption

5 and disruption of it is really putting us at risk on these

6 deadlines, and I just don’t think that it’s appropriate.

7 And that’s why I’ve asked to proceed with the week

8 of the 22nd, they can then resume with Mr. Jacobs, we’ll have

9 a week of Mr. Adelson, he had indicated he was available that

10 week, we’ll have a full week of Mr. Adelson, and then they can

11 resume with Mr. Jacobs, and I will then resume with Mr.

12 Adelson after those two days of Mr. Jacobs are completed.

13 TE COURT: Thank you.

14 The motion for protective order is granted in part.

15 The deposition of Mr. Adelson may commence on the 24th of

16 February, go the 25th, because there’s seems to be an

17 agreement, I will grant the request for the 26th to be dark,

18 and then go the entire following week, 29th through the 4th.

19 If for any reason you have problems during deposition, I would

20 rather hear from you sooner, rather than later to the extent

21 those are available.

22 I had two remained issues that I read about last

23 night, and I can’t figure out whici motion they go with. One

24 had to do with maintaining confidentially [sic] related to the

25 Advance Discovery, and others had to deal with some deposition
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1 disclosures. And then Laura says there’s also a motion to

2 temporarily seal that’s been objected to.

3 MR. PEEK: I’ not even sure I -- Your Honor, I got

4 the minute order. I tried to look at --

5 MR. BICE: Mr. Peek, can we take those off and put

6 those on for I don’t care what timing? Because I think Mr.

7 Peek and I and Mr. Jones were all together yesterday, and we

8 did briefly try to sort out what some of these things were.

9 THE COURT: You want me to continue those till when?

10 MR. PEEK: Your Honor, I don’t think that they’re of

11 urgent nature, unless somebody tells me otherwise on this

12 table.

13 MR. BICE: Two weeks?

14 MR. PEEK: Yeah.

15 MR. BICE: Mr. Cassity’s whispering two weeks to me,

16 and I’ll agree.

17 THE COURT: Okay. Two weeks it is. And I’m not

18 sure what motion that is. So if you guys could -- Mr.

19 Cassity, you are tasked with calling Laura or sending her an

20 email copying all other counsel as to what those issues

21 related to.

22 The other issue that I have for Dulce is on the

23 bottom of the page it says, “Status Check 887A.” Can you put

24 that on the chambers calendar five weeks from tomorrow.

25 THE CLERK: Yes, Your Honor.
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1 THE COURT: That will be to see if Mr. Jones

2 produced his more detailed log of items on 887A that should be

3 sealed.

4 THE CLERK: Yes, Your Honor. March --

5 MR. PEEK: I’m sorry. When?

6 THE CLERK: March 25.

7 MR. PEEK: That’s for the status check on 887A?

8 THE COURT: Mr. Jones.

9 MR. PEEK: As to these other motions, Your Honor, I

10 think that a couple of those that are on the calendar were

11 actually addressed last December. I’ll task Mr. Cassity to

12 work with Mr. Smith and perhaps between the two of them they

13 can work that out as to whether those are or are not mooted by

14 what you did in December. So that may address at least a

15 couple of those that are on the calendar that we think have

16 already been addressed by the Court.

17 THE COURT: Okay. And then there is an objection to

18 a request for temporary sealing of the information filed by

19 Mr. Jacobs related to his opposition and motion for a

20 transfer. I am going to grant the motion, but I’m going to

21 have the redaction and sealing not be temporary at this point.

22 If you wish to have those documents be sealed or unredacted, I

23 need it to occur in the normal course.

24 MR. PEEK: And I think we actually have a motion

25 with respect to the Dumont deposition that has been filed but
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1 not been set -- or maybe it has been set in the ordinary

2 course.

3 THE COURT: I’m going to have Laura talk to --

4 MR. PEEK: Laura can work this out with Bob and

5 Jordan.

6 THE COURT: You guys are going to figure it out, and

7 then somebody’s going to tell me.

8 MR. BICE: Could you do that? Because I’ve lost

9 track.

10 MR. PEEK: Yeah.

11 MR. BICE: And Mr. Jones and I think we have

12 resolved -- I’m pretty sure we have resolved the tax issue,

13 Your Honor. So I don’t know if that was technically on, the

14 tax return issue. We’re going to unredact that line entry

15 that --

16 THE COURT: Okay. And then I reviewed the medical

17 records. I have a question. The declaration that was

18 submitted with the records I reviewed in camera, that

19 declaration of the doctor had been provided to counsel;

20 correct?

21 MR. RANDALL JONES: I believe it had.

22 MR. PEEK: It had, Your Honor.

23 THE COURT: Okay. That was my -- in the middle of

24 the night last night that was the one thing I woke up worrying

25 about before I saw you.
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1 MR. BICE: What we did not apparently do, and I

2 don’t know if we even gave the Court this, is we didn’t give

3 them a log of the notes. And I don’t -- in hindsight I --

4 THE COURT: I didn’t need a log to review the notes.

5 They weren’t very long.

6 MR. BICE: -- I don’t think we gave one to you,

7 either. So the Court was probably annoyed with us.

8 THE COURT: I didn’t need a log. I can look at

9 medical records --

10 MR. PEEK: We have since received it.

11 MR. BICE: We have since --

12 MR. PEEK: We have since received a log. As to its

13 sufficiency, that may be addressed later. But we’ll --

14 MR. BICE: Okay. That’s fine.

15 THE COURT: I looked at it. It was lab reports and

16 kinds of examination reports and DAP notes, and it was stuff I

17 was familiar with from my life before I was a judge, and it

18 wasn’t very hard for me to go through. But the declaration

19 was very helpful.

20 MR. BICE: We intended to give you that log, and we

21 apologize for having failed to do so.

22 THE COURT: For that purpose I didn’t need it.

23 There are a lot of things I need a log for. That limited

24 amount of medical records wasn’t it.

25 In addition, there is a plaintiff Steven Jacobs’s
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